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Dedicated to Lisa & Jeri

At the head of the table you sat in command.
Our attention was upon you as always you planned,
Forever in control and with words of the wise,
Reminding us to write, rewrite, and then to revise.

You guided us through twenty work-filled days
With your warm pleasant smiles and ever helpful ways.
Always representing this group with knowledge absolute,
Lisa and Jeri, your leadership we lovingly SALUTE!

1990 JSU
Writing Project

Foreword

The seventeen teacher-fellows of the National Writing Project who
gathered at Jacksonville State University in the summer of 1990 came from
thirteen different school districts in Alabama. Our ambition was to learn
how we could better teach ourselves and our students to write and think
more productively so that we might spread an informed interest in the
teaching of writing to our fellow teachers and administrators,
The anthology's sections are designed to show the several facets of
the Writing Project: pedagogics, writing, and research, The presentation
summaries represent our efforts to share with each other what we felt were
our best methods,

Through the complex task of composing, we reaffirmed

that we can write to learn and at the same time improve our own writing,

ii

The bibliography reflects our commitment to the search for a better
understanding of the process we undertake in teaching writing,
May these offerings be viewed with openness and curiosity by their
readers and faithfully
Project,

!I

reflect our efforts during the 1990 Writing
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Haifa A, Beshara
2618 D'Iberville
Mobile, AL 36695
(205) 633-6284
Alba Middle & High
Bayou La Batre
288 S, Wintzell
Bayou La Batre, AL 36509 .
ESL 6th-11th Grades

Haifa received her B.A. in English as
a Second Language and an M, ED, from
the University of South Alabama in
Secondary
Education,
She
is
currently enrolled in a Ph, D, program
at U.S.A. She has been teaching for
16 years,
She enjoys reading 1
writing,
classical
music,
and
traveling,

Steve Buckner
Route 2, Box 558
Flat Rock, AL 35966
(205} 632-9138
North Sand Mountain School
P.O. Box 129
Higdon, AL 35979
6th Grade

Steve holds Bachelor's and Master's
degrees from the University of
Montevallo, and AA certification from
the University of Alabama, where he
is currently pursuing a Doctorate in
Language Arts,
A middle school
teacher,
he
is
interested
in
promoting democracy and citizenship
through education,

Maxine Crawford
P,O, Box 794
Sylacauga, AL 35150
(205) 245-1025
Indian Valley Elementary
Box 6 Oldfield Road
Sylacauga, AL 35150
2nd Grade

Maxine has earned her Bachelor's and
Master's
degrees
in
Elementary
Education, She has taught elementary
school for seventeen years,
Her
interests include cooking, writing
children's books, reading, and arts
and crafts,

Sudealia Douthard
11941 U.S. Hwy. 431
Gadsden, AL 36271
(205) 892-3092
Litchfield High School
1109 Hoke Street
Gadsden, AL 36271
11th Grade

Sudealia is a graduate of the
University of Alabama.
She has
taught in tbe Gadsden City System for
3 years,
Her interests include
drama, sewing, and crafts,

Judy Lovejoy Elliott
1512 Victoria Lane
Anniston, AL 36201
(205) 831-6824
Munford High School
P.O. Box 529
Munford, AL 36268
7th & 10th Grades

Born in Sylacauga, Judy graduated
from B, B, Comer High School.
She
received an Associate' s Degree from
North
Greenville
College
in
Tigerville, SC, and her Bachelor of
Arts Degree from Furman University,
Greenville, SC,
She has been
teaching English for 2 years,
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Kay Grice Franklin
121 Kathy Street
Florence, AL 35630
(205) 766-7310
W,A, Threadgill Elementary
900 Annapolis Avenue
Sheffield, AL 35660
2nd-8th Grade (Gifted)

Kay has been a teacher of the gifted
and talented for 10 of her 18 years
in education, She received a B,S, in
Vocational Home Economics from U, N, A,
and a M,A, in Special Education for
the Gifted from the University of
Alabama,
Her hobbies are music,
reading, and crafts,

Wilma Nunn Guthrie
1173 Taylors Chapel Road
Oxford, AL 36203
(205) 236-9049
Anniston Middle School
4800 McClellan Blvd,
Anniston, AL 36201
8th Grade

Wilma holds a B,S, in biology from
Samford University and a Master's
Degree in Secondary Education from
She teaches
Auburn University,
integrated earth and life science,
Her interests include her family,
church, and students,

Sharon Harris
659 ldlewild Circle
Birmingham, AL 35205
(205) 251-2755
Tarrant Middle School
1425 E, Lake Blvd,
Tarrant, AL 35217
5th Grade

Sharon graduated from Jacksonville
State University with an M,S, in
Elementary Education in 1985,
She
has taught for four years, the past
three in Birmingham while her husband
Scott,
attended U,A,B,
Medical
School, Her interests include reading
and music,

Jeri Holcomb
Route 2, Box 330
Boaz, AL 35957
(205) 561-3305
Jacksonville State University
English Department
Jacksonville, AL 36265
Freshman & Sophomore English

Jeri received her Bachelor's Degree
from J,S,U, in 1973 and her Master's
from the University of Alabama in
1978,
Along with teaching, she
enjoys
gardening,
watching
hummingbirds, and writing humorous
articles,

Judith H, McKibbin
756 Reads Mill Road
Wellington, AL 36279
(205) 892-0848
Alexandria High School
Alexandria, AL 36250
8th & 9th Grades

Judy received a B,S, in Education
from Western Carolina University and
a Master's Degree in 'Education from
J,S,U, She has been teaching English
for 10 years, Her interests include
bird watching, herb gardening, and
wildflowers,

Ruth Mitchell
70 Grandview Drive
Eastaboga, AL 36260
(205) 237-4520
W.ellborn High School
135 Pinson Road
Anniston, AL 36260
12th Grade

Ruth has a B.S, and an M,S, from
Jacksonville State University,
She
has been teaching at Wellborn High
School for 14 years and is now
teaching senior English,
Her
interests
include
her
family,
reading, and writing,
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Felicia Morgan
926 College Street
Talladega, AL 35160
(205) 362-0148
Zora Ellis Junior High
414 Elm Street
Talladega, AL 35160
7th & 8th Grades

Felicia is a graduate of Talladega
College, where she received her B.A.
in English in 1986 and a Language
Arts
certification
from
UAB,
Currently she teaches English. Her
interests
include
traveling,
gardening,
and
working
with
computers,

Carolyn Moore Stephens
P.O. Box 236
Crossville, AL 35962
(205) 528-7707
Crossville Elementary School
Crossville, AL 35962
3rd & 4th Grades

Carolyn is a graduate of Jacksonville
State University with a B,S, in
Elementary Education. She has taught
in lower elementary grades for 10
years.
She is presently teaching
Chapter I Reading.

Susie Thornton
619 Ansley Street
East Gadsden, AL 35903
(205) 492-6204
Thompson Elementary
236 Goldenrod Avenue
Gadsden, AL 35901
3rd Grade

Susie is a graduate of Jacksonville
State University with a Master's
Degree and AA Certification in
Secondary Education. She also holds
a
B.S.
Degree
in
Elementary
Education.
She has taught for 15
years.
Her interests include art,
music, and writing.

Lynda Van Devender
117 Lakewood Drive
Sheffield, AL 35660
(205) 383-2225
W,A, Threadgill Elementary
900 Annapolis Avenue
Sheffield, AL 35660
3rd - 5th Grades
Chapter I - Reading

Lynda received a B,A, in Sociology
from West Georgia College, a Master's
in Elementary Education from East
Texarkana State, and 33 additional
hours of courses at U. N, A.
Her
hobbies are computing,
writing,
reading, camping, and sewing.

Cheryl A. Wade
548 West 9th Street
Oxford, AL 36203
(205) 835-2247
Golden Springs Elementary
100 Feary Drive
Anniston, AL 36201
Kindergarten

Cheryl holds a AA Certificate in
Early Childhood Ed. and a Master's of
Arts Degree in Administration and
Supervision of Elementary Schools.
She is an early childhood educator
with 8 years of experience teaching
kindergarten, Her interests include
family and reading.

Nena Parker Walker
Route 1, Box 99
Cullman, AL 35055
(205) 739-3811
Good Hope School
Route 6, Box 480
Cullman, AL 35055
3rd Grade

Nena received her B.S. from St.
Bernard College in Cullman, and her
Master's Degree from U,A,B, She has
taught for the last 17 years in
Cullman County,
Her interests
include reading and various crafts,
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Lisa McLean Williams
800 Hillyer High Road
Anniston, AL 36201
(205) 237-1294
Jacksonville State University
English Department
Jacksonville, AL 36265
Sophomore & Freshman English

Lisa teaches English at Jacksonville
State University,
A graduate of
Auburn University (B,S,, M,A,) she
has been teaching for 10 years, Her
special interests in composition
teaching
include
collaborative
learning and response to writing,

Sharon Gail Williams
Route 4, Box 67
Centre, AL 35960
(205) 475-3442
Gaylesville School
P.O. Box 8
Gaylesville, AL 35973
6th Grade

Gail received her Master's degree in
Elementary
Education
from
the
University of Alabama.
She has
taught in the Cherokee County School
System for 10 years, Her interests
include writing, music, and science,
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June 26

Ms, Peggy Swoger
Assistant Director
Samford University Writing Project
Mountain Brook Junior High School
Birmingham, Alabama

June 28

Mr, Ken Guthrie
Sample Presentation - "Puppet Drama"
Anniston Middle School

July 10

Ms, Susan Herport-Methvin
Poetry Reading
Jacksonville State University

July 12

Mr, Joe Serviss
Director of Institutional Development
Grant Writing
Jacksonville State University
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Presentation Summaries
Haifa Beshara

Grllllllllar vs. Writing

The goal of the presentation was to build a case against separated
curriculum. The goal was accomplished by putting the emphasis on: the
process of writing rather than the product, based on James Moffett's
theory "Teaching the Universe of Discourse" and writing through thinking
in an integrated curriculum.
In order to further the understanding of the theory, the writing
activities included writing autobiographies, cartoons, and using sense
words to describe some events based on the use of all the senses,
Imaginative writing was also included to give a chance to writers with
wide imagination to unlock and soar, Handouts and books were shared to
cover all the activities of the presentation.
Steve Buckner

,I

i

Creating a Book

The presentation began with introductory remarks relating the
origins of bookmaking in the presenter's class program and how a
bookmaking project opened the door to achievement for one particular
student, Following brief remarks on how bookmaking may be integrated into
the curriculum, participants were shown a variety of student-made books,
The main activity involved each participant writing a cinquain for
inclusion in a bound volume (cover made by presenter prior to
presentation) that will become a part of the JSU Writing Project library,
In conclusion, the presenter encouraged participants to share books made
in their classrooms through classroom or school libraries,
Maxine Crawford

Hands-on Motivation

To focus on writing with the participants, I chose to present a
variety of motivational activities that would inspire them to write and to
be creative with their words. My presentation included a chain story
which allows each group to create a story by using strips of white unlined
paper, The strips are rotated around the response group, until it returns
to the leading person. The story is read by the leader,
Hands-on activities will allow each child to function in the
classroom as a writer without fearing embarrassment by sharing his/her
thoughts,

Sudealia Douthard

Drruna and Writing

Dressed as a three hundred year old woman, I gave an oral
interpretation of the poem "Negro Mother" by Langston Hughes, Later, each
member of the class became an actor as we played a game of "TRASH," Ideas
were presented on ways to incorporate drama as a part of the writing
curriculum,
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Judy Elliott

Be a Poet

Many teachers in senior high school discover that their students may
be bored with reading, writing, and studying poetry, One way for the
teacher to make poetry fun is to use music to introduce poetry and its
varied forms, Whether it is country, classical, or something in between,
music can teach structure, theme, rhythm, figurative language, and many
more literary devices, The teacher can use typed song lyrics as poetry,
then play the songs, Students are surprised that the "poem" is a song,
They begin to understand that poetry is a way to express ideas and
feelings in a concise and concentrated form,
Kay Franklin

Writing the Natural Way

My presentation focused on Gabriele Rico's technique of clustering
which helps writers gain access to the creative right-brain,
I
demonstrated the difference in the quality of writing before and after
clustering afraid, The resulting vignettes dramatically demonstr·ated that
the images deposited in the design-mind are just waiting to be utilized,
I presented traits of gifted students and commented on the successful use
of clustering in overcoming some of their weaknesses,
Participants
selected a second topic to pre-cluster, shift, and cluster,
Several
excellent pieces of writing resulted,
Wilma Guthrie

Rap Writing

Content area writing can take place in many forms other than the
traditional paragraph, One form which appeals to students, especially
middle and high school students, is a rap, Brainstorming terms, events,
places and even concepts gives students a ready list from which to compose
this contemporary form of teenage poetry, Given a beat and a chance to
perform their work, students demonstrate learning of and excitement and
creativity for content area material.
Sharon Harris

Writing:

A Different Point of View

This presentation consists primarily of activities using concrete
objects and pictures to discuss the meaning of perspective and promote
thinking and writing from different points of view, The desired result is
"stretching" the students' writing beyond the norm, to identify with
others, and try different types of writing,
Judith McKibbin
!

Spinning Off Literature

i
I

i 't

This presentation dealt with the problem of assisting students to
generate writing topics.
During 1i terature uni ts, especially poetry
units, short works are first studied as content area literature, Then
writing topics related to, but not imitating, the author's general topic
are created either by the teacher or by the class in brainstorming
sessions, Students are asked to explore aspects of the topic that the
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author chose not to write about,
Ruth Mitchell

Aerobics of the Mind

After an introduction explaining the benefits of brainstorming, the
participants were asked to take turns and share responses related to the
word school, As these contributions were shared, they were recorded on
the board and on designated sheets in the handouts. The group then wrote
paragraphs from their lists, Next, they wrote another paragraph on the
same subject, but they could not use any term from their brainstorming.
They then wrote their final drafts on a personal silhouette and displayed
them on the wall,
Felicia Morgan

I

I

In this activity the participants used their writing and
organizational skills to put together a newscast, They took the facts
(who, what, when, where, how) and wrote and produced a unified, cohesive,
informative, and concise newscast with a broad scope that appealed to all
segments of the audience,
This activity emphasized writing, organization, and teamwork,
Carolyn Stephens

I

I

i

Using the Media to Proaote Writing

Expanded Sentences

Each child we teach is an individual--in actions and thoughts, The
approach we take in the classroom is not going to benefit them all, but
there are some ways that are more beneficial to the majority than others.
In teaching writing I have found using the approach of starting with
expanded sentences is helpful. They start with a simple statement. Then
they ask themselves questions which extend their thoughts on the subject,
They can do this alone, with a friend, or in a group, They are then ready
to write,
Susie Thornton

Create a Book

Book making has great appeal and promotes both the reading and
writing programs in the schools.
My presentation began with the teachers divided into response groups
to encourage co-operation in the book making process, I read a book by
Aliki which demonstrated how books are written, assembled and published.
Afterwards, I gave the teachers several pages of "story starter" ideas for
them to use in writing and illustrating their books. The stories were
written on unlined paper and illustrated with magic markers, construction
paper and crayons.
The covers were made from two pieces of stiff
cardboard covered with contact paper,
The students enjoyed sharing their books with peers.
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Using Literature to Stimulate Writing

My presentation centered around involving remedial children in the
literature they read, Using drama to re-enact The Magic School Bus at the
Waterworks, I showed how this method could be used to set a stage for
future writing, After giving general and individual characteristics of
the remedial child, curriculum design was given that stressed higher
thinking skills, The final activity involved the use of this curriculum
to develop meaningful writing activities for children from the literature,
An example was given using The Flunking of Joshua '.L_ Bates, which showed
how behavioral changes could be made by implementing Bloom's Synthesis and
Evaluation steps,
Cheryl Wade

Q

and U Get Married

My kindergarten students will always remember the spelling rule
about "q" and "u" because we plan and carry out a wedding ceremony to
unite them forever.
This Talents Unlimited Activity provides writing
experiences through the plan itself, invitations, and the ceremony, Media
coverage and our own classroom video of this event ensure good public
relations and high self esteem for the students,
Nena Walker

Read to Write

My presentation dealt with how to use the basal reading text and
trade books together, Using the basal as a springboard, I gave activities
that stretched the studPnt$' thinking skills, The theme of the text story
was then extended using good literature with similar themes. Writing
ideas which spark from these themes can be explored,
Another idea I
mentioned was using the different types of literature: folk tales, fables,
proverbs, and fairy tales, Ideas to use these in new ways were shown,
Gail Williams
I

I

I

\

I

!

Writing for Self-Esteem

What role can writing play in the development of self-esteem? In my
nresentation I created a sense of community through activities such as
group interaction and games, We then participated in role play modelling
positive and negative remarks that are heard in a student's everyday life,
Next, I grouped the class into groups of four to five by letting members
of the class choose shoes, Each small group had a special activity to do
such as Group Artwork, Group Skits or Playlets, Cooperative Stories, and
Finally, the small groups reassembled into the larger
Straw Towers,
community, and we shared our activities from small group, We concluded
the lesson by writing positive remarks on paper hands and giving ourselves
a pat on the back,

r

I
'

I ,

I

I ,
'
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Create
Difficult, Inspiring
Struggle, triumph, ecstacy
Inventive, original, painful, Intimate
Write

Haifa Beshara
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Nine Days in Hell
I could feel the dampness of the shelter in my bones by now.
sounds of guns grew louder,

The

The shelter shook, the noise of rockets

falling, and a loud whistle was followed by glass shattering outside,
Dogs barked frantically after every explosion, since they were forced to
stay home while their owners sought shelter.

The lights went out, came

back on; and a scream almost louder than the bombs burst our ears.

When

the lights came back on, the eyes of forty people turned to a corner in
the shelter,

Was it time for Meg to have her baby?

She assured us that

it wasn't time yet, while her husband lovingly wiped tbe perspiration off
I

I

her face.

A neighbor threw a blanket over her soaking wet dress,

Uncle George walked around talking to himself.

He wailed, calling

I

;

I

I

the name of God every time the shelter rumbled, cursing the people who

i

!

were doing this,

His wife reminded him that their own son was among them.

Suddenly he hushed,

His wife rushed to him with his heart medicine.

We

moved to one corner to give him some fresh air which was becoming scarce.
( !
!

Clouds of smoke covered the single little window, and the smell of the

I,

gunpowder stuffed our noses.
I I
I

Children opened their sleepy eyes when everybody got quiet.

Even my

seventy-five year old mother-in-law stopped telling her stories about the
four wars she had survived.
I i
I '
I

Some of her listeners were completing thE

sentences for her. We held our breaths, allowing only the cigarette smok
to go up in the air joining the cloud and making it darker.
for the news on the radio,

It was ti~

The shelter was as quiet as a graveyard.

Tl

voice of the broadcaster sounded like a priest bidding farewell to a <lea

Haifa Beshara
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beloved person in a coffin in front of him.

The radio announced a cease

fire effective at 8:00 a.m. the next morning.
We cheered and opened the last bottles of mineral water to
celebrate.

We were again interrupted by screams.

A loud rumble and two

old women dressed in black dashed to the shelter.
slapping her face and sobbing.

One of them was

The other was praying silently, and every

few seconds she summoned the name of Christ.

They told us that a rocket

hit the shelter in the next building and killed many people,
;'

We spent the rest of the night listening to the intensifying

I

I

bombing,

It seemed like the fighters were afraid they would not get

another chance and tried to use all their ammunition before the cease
fire.

8:00 a.m. came.

The last minute of the nine consecutive days in

the shelter finally came to an end, at least for a while,
any time.

I did not waste

I tried to find my way out.

I closed my eyes and took a deep breath as I threw myself in the
taxi cab.
i

!

The driver insisted that I lie on the floor of the car if I did

not want to be a target of a sniper,

I had no choice but to comply.

As he crossed the bridge at full speed, he announced proudly that I
was safe,

I thanked God in a loud voice with a hysterical laugh when th,

taxi got out of the Hell of Beirut.

i

i
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Snow Ball
I slammed my car door and tried purposelessly to unlock my house
door,

The key jammed as if used for the first time.

Mondays,
much,

I hate

Teaching on Mondays is bad enough; faculty meeting is a bit

My mind started to ponder over some problems needed to be taken

care of tomorrow,
bedroom.
dive,

God!

I tried to slip off my shoes as I walked to the

My shoe caught the edge of my skirt bringing me close to a nose

As I caught myself, my eyes captured my father's picture,

He had

the same look on his face that I see everyday before I start classes,
I

I gathered my skirt, put my shoes beside me, and sat on the rug near

1

the coffee table where my husband put my father's picture.

iI

take my eyes off that look.
there is some connection,

Problems!
Aha!

I could not

Why do I have this feeling that

I remember,

Being a school teacher

himself and later on a principal, he always said, "When you go to school
leave the problems you have at home at the school gate.

And when you go

home, leave the problems you have at school at the school gate,
Every morning and afternoon, I tried to bury my problems at the
grave yard - the school gate - on my way home or to school,
I I

As a principal, he spent most of his day and part of his evenings at

I

school checking on every detail after everybody had gone home,
go to all classrooms to check on,

Are the lights working?

He would

The heater?

Has the room been cleaned up? Lesson plans, where are this week's lesson
plans?

Teaching materials?

Teachers stayed after school, on their own,

to make sure that everything was ready for the next day.
report cards himself for the whole school,

He also di·

He even attended the socce

Haifa Beshara
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team practice.
The school came in first nationally in test scores, soccer, and
other activities. He had pride in all that,
there everyday and inspect everything,

Everybody expected him to be

He never missed a day,

One morning, he was in school but remained in his office longer than
usual and no one understood why,

He was waiting for a phone call.

his paperwork and tried to leave his problems at the gate,
rang. My older brother on the phone told Dad that it was over.
answer.

My little boy died this morning,
More dropped his pen.

I I

The phone
He had no

He put the phone down and walked to Mr. More, his assistant, who

had been watching him carefully lately without saying a word.

I

He did

"It's over.

The doctor could not save him."

Mr.

He had had no idea about the sick little boy.

Dad

had never missed a day,

He loved his children, but his responsibilities

towards other people's children always took precedence,
Later in his life, every time he told the story his eyes watered.
He did not regret anything he had done for the school, but he did regret
I

/

not being there for his dying little boy.

He had never forgiven himself.

I was not at Dad's bedside when he died.
always wonder.

Has he forgiven me?

I'll

Haifa Beshara
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Self-Serve and Fresh Bake
A Position Paper
How many times have we teachers wondered why students cannot learn
grammar?

I often ask myself:

What am I doing wrong? Why can't students

learn correct, or if you wish, standard English?
I believe the best way to handle this is to look beyond the guilt,
if there is any, and study the whole picture.

Standard English,

First, we need to define

Is it the language of the politicians that no one else

understands except perhaps, each other? (Sometimes I doubt it.)
One of my professors held a book in his hands and said, "Folks,
Standard English is the language of the books,"

Assuming that what he

said is sufficient, where does it put us, teachers?

We all know how

little students read, and how much they hate reading,

Parents and

teachers, realistically, know that television is the main source of
education, which brings us to the next reason why children are not
learning grammar.
Advertising is the most dangerous enemy.
fwicm, rt:.rt1, c]rca·ci.lw, and 'bm---'b--{I are only a few.

I often wonder if we

"fix" the language of the ads, to correct language structure, will the
students write better English?
Robert G. Wyekham (English Journal, Vol, 75, 4, April 1986) stated
!
J

l

in his brilliant, but painfully truthful article, that 80 percent of the
264 elementary school teachers he surveyed could remember catchy phrases,
slogans, jingles, and coined words from advertising,

Half of the same 264

teachers said that their students' written work sometimes contained coined

Haifa Beshara
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words.

40 percent remembered students using catchy phrases and slogans,

while 30 percent remembered students using advertising jingles,

The fact

that stands out in all this is that 70 percent of the teachers believed
there is a cause-effect relationship between the language of advertising
and grammar and spelling errors,
The same article shows that advertising agencies don't think there
are any mistakes in the language of advertising!!

They also don't think

there is any potential negative influence on school children!

SURPRISE!

There are, however, teachers who are concerned and trying to do
something about it.

Obviously, there aren't enough of them,

and then I try in my own little way to protest,

Every now

One day, on my way home,

I stopped at a gas station with "eyeache" from reading journal entries
filled with grammatical and structural errors.

I noticed the sign "self-

serve" as if I were seeing it for the first time,
snapped,

Something in me

I walked to the office and alarmed them about the error,

Shockingly, an attendant said, "Ma' am, everybody uses this,
I

I

make us change it,
and drove away,

I

f
I

battle?

!
I

' II

I refused to buy gas from him,

I walked out to my car

Are we fighting a losing

Aren't you proud of me because I have not mentioned Rock and

Country music?

I

Remember the First Amendment?"

Nobody can

Hail to Freedom,

Author thoughtful herald
revealing Inner truths,
searcher for the universal.

Listen.

I

I

II 'I

l i

:. l
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Fear flows through constricted arteries now clogged with scraps
of waste left from saturated experiences, events consumed in
careless haste, ingested in conspicuous, delicious gestures
when youthful abandon still clouds mortal reason,
Empty arms lie numb, aching from lack,
from life denied. Shallow breaths
barely move the chest that
for so long, by choice,
has remained
untouched.
I

I

I

I
!

Alone,
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LAST VISIT
The hardest part of going to see Grandma Vivian was always
getting to her room,

Once I pushed open the glass doors to enter

the home, that rich, pungent scent assaulted me and anxiety rose
like an ominous cloud in the southwest on a hot, still July
I I

'

i

afternoon,
I would give my best effort to appear calm as I walked
purposefully towards the reception area, nodding my most stable nod
as I passed, hoping to hide the swirl of emotions I imagine mass
murderers must feel just before they pull the trigger,

Indeed, r

always expected to be grabbed by guards who would roughly drag me
away as I screamed, "I'm just here to see my grandmother!"
Nerves and fear would swell as the smell of catheters and old
breath wafted around the corner leading to the corridor where
Grandma's room was.

I always stopped in the waiting room for a

moment to catch a breath, straighten my shoulders and steel myself
for the final approach,

I was always impressed that the designers

of the building knew exactly where r needed that waiting room to be
located.
The long corridor had many obstacles in the path to be
i

l
i

navigated before reaching the safety of Grandma's room:

old eyes

searching for a glimmer of recognition, a stray here and there in
fine physical health but chanting some cryptic phrase, shadowy moans

I

coming from darkened rooms, shuffling feet and wheel chairs to

i !

avoid, and the aging Ichabod who, like my Grandma, loved to have his
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picture taken.
Once I'd get to the room labeled VIVIAN HENEGAR an old
familiarity brought the warmth of childhood and quickly made me feel
safe,

Bath powders gently veiled the mint fragrance of Brewton,

Grandma's

lifelong

favorite

snuff,

Cards

from

well-wishers

decorated the walls and potted flowers graced the tables,
unmistakable aura of goodness pervaded the entire room,

An

And there

Grandma would be, curled amongst her comforters and quilts,
On this particular visit my two sisters had come along,

I

liked for them to make the trip to Tennessee with me for a selfish
reason.

Whenever I visited Grandma alone, she could never keep

clear in her head who I was.

She would call me by name while I was

there but after I was gone she would tell her visitors that it had
been my brother who had come by with flowers.
We made the surreal journey past nodding, drooling heads,
around lost old folks,
that my sisters,

The journey wasn't easier,

too,

were uncomfortable

i could sense

facing

the

future,

wondering which of these conditions would be their lot,
I

I

Finally, with relief, we arrived at room 320,

I quietly

pushed the wide door and we three walked silently into Grandma's
room. She was asleep. Her restful expression made me wonder if she
was dreaming of childhood,

She had told my mother that of late most

of her dreams were of early memories,
I

I

I pulled a chair beside her bed and rested ·my hand on her hand

i

hidden by covers.

My sisters busied themselves with recently
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received cards, pulling wilted flowers from the plants near the
window, checking the supply of tissue and cups needed for her snuff
habit, her one vice.
an "old saint.")

(Her preacher regularly referred to Grandma as

The warmth of my hand and the rustling sounds

slowly awakened the sleeping ancient.
focus her mind,

Sluggishly, she struggled to

A sparkle began to creep into eyes weary of ninety

years of living.
"Hi, Grandma Vivian," my youngest sister said, using her best
smile,
"Hi, 11 we other two chimed cheerily,

' I

,_ l'

After a stuttering start Grandma told us it was so nice for us
to come visit.

We continued to make small talk about her pretty

flowers and all the cards and candies as she proceeded to wake up,
With a twist of her still elegant eyebrows she muttered, "Who
are y'all anyhow?"
As we three exchanged a quick humorous glance, I replied, "I'm
r

I

Steve, and this is Pat and Karen."

,I
I

I
I

She straightened her head in apparent recognition,
grinned,

We all

Grandma softly exclaimed, "Why I have grandchildren with

I

those same names!"
The three of us laughed and drew closer,
said, just a bit concerned,

"That's us," Karen

"That's who we are.

We're Lillie's

kids,"
"You are?
happy. 11

She is the sweetest daughter,

She was always so

We settled closer as Grandma went into one of her long
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reminiscences,

Suddenly she interrupted her story,

"I've got a picture of you right over there,"

she said,

indicating me with her eyes.
Again the three of us laughed as she pointed to a photograph
of one of her great-nephews.

For years she had told visitors that

the picture of her sister's grandson was me.
"And one back here of us with Santa," I added.

She turned to

look at the picture taken last Christmas of her and me with Santa.
"No," she paused, "I don't know who that was."
Soon she was asking us how other family members were, asking
us to tell favorites hello if we should see them, and generally
making us feel as wonderful about coming to see her as she acted
about having us there. We huddled together and listened to one last
well-remembered story and

then began

to make

ready

for

our

departure,

I
i

I

After hugs, kisses, and the obligatory snapshot, we left the
bosom of our mother's family and hesitatingly made our way back out
into the hallway.
Somehow it was easier to go down the corridor to leave, to
accept the searching looks, to give the hoped-for smiles, to face
our possible futures, after being with this much loved old saint,
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The Role of Language Arts in Our Democracy
A Position Paper
We have grown up in an era when our country has policed the world to
make it safe for democracy,

Within this frame of reference it is easy to

forget that our own battle for democracy was waged in the realm of ideas,
not in the realm of wars.
These democratic notions were born in the minds of men and women who
understood how to think about what they read, and to write about what they
thought,

They did not transmit the world they were born into.

Instead,

these undaunted citizens transformed this country into the first modern
democracy,
In a democracy,
students,

the purpose of teachers is to empower their

Empowerment

capabilities,

comes

through

acquiring

critical

thinking

An interdisciplinary language-arts-based curriculum can

provide the foundation for discovering and developing such talents.

II

Language arts can serve as a vehicle by which students may acquire an
I

understanding of and an appreciation for
cultural

diversity

even

as

individuals

opposing perspectives and
champion

personal

beliefs.

Proficiency in the components of writing, reading, speaking, and listening
is crucial in obtaining the economic and civic equality that are evident
I
I

)

in the political philosophies of Jefferson and Jackson, early president,

i
who were strong proponents of democracy,
By its very nature, democracy is ever-changing.

Each generation i

challenged to set educational goals for its youth that will insure thei
institutions evolve to meet the need of society.
to anarchy.

Failure to do so lea,
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Yet, a part of us does not want children to think for themselves
because this inevitably leads to search for horizons different from those
we have grown accustomed to,

Will we be the first generation with the

courage to achieve the goals we set for our youth?
I believe we have the daring to face the fear of an ambiguous
future,

Let us use language to set our students free to metamorphose

their world,
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Mom Went Away
Mom fell sick in the store today
As she turned the key to open the door.
Her legs grew limp, Mom fell
To the floor beside the chair,
Mom grew weak early this morning,
She promised to always be around
To comfort and wipe my teary eyes,
I waited for her to arrive, but
My eyes only viewed the closed door,
Mom went away the other day,
I dared not ask my wondering heart
Why Mom left without a word.
My mind tried to comfort
This broken heart that wept for her,
Mom went away the other week,
My heart grew to wonder why
She departed so suddenly.
I only wish she could have
Held my hand, wiped my tears, but
Mom went away the other month,
Time is quickly passing, and I
Have grown to know that
It wasn't Mom's choice
To leave without a sound,
Mom went away a few years ago,
i·wo decades have come and gone,
My heart no longer breaks for one so dear,
Tears and emotions are now attended
By my God-given mate who knows,,,
Mom went away a long time ago,
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THE TERRIBLE ZIT
My sister desired the honor
Of retaining her childhood's beauty,
She walked into her room
To pamper her spotless brown skin,
As she viewed herself in the mirror
She hoped to find a flourishing beauty,
Locked within her beaming smile
That special dream had come true,
She raised her hand to touch her face
And found a blemish on her cheek,
She wanted to run and chase
That ugly pimple right off her face.

II
I
! I
\
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!
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She panicked and felt very blue
Mom said, "Smile, it won't damage your style."
She hoped, once again, her nourished beauty
Would redeem itself in the mirror,
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Learning From Nancie Atwell

I truly admire Nancie Atwell for her determination and drive
not to give up on her duties as a teacher and her responsibilities
to her pupils,

She constantly reviewed all the techniques, methods

and activities that were practiced in her classroom,
discovered areas that needed some improvements,

She soon

This dedicated

teacher rushed from one workshop to another in hopes of finding
solutions for her classroom problems,

With the support from a few

devoted friends, Atwell searched desperately for new materials and
activities that would aid her in accomplishing her goals as an
instructor,

Mrs, Atwell was more determined than ever not to be a

classroom copy-cat,
I

I

,I 'I

She searched high and low for that dream,

Her

driven desire reminds me of a miner, who searches for that plot of

I I

gold that hasn't been assaulted by the human hand,
I

i

Ii I!,

I[

After weeks, months, and years of looking and experimenting,
she finally set claim to one of the richest stakes now known to most
teachers, a claim that was only mentioned by a few educators,

I .
I

I

!

This

claim consisted of mounds of techniques that could be used in

I

motivating her students to read and write creatively,
She returned to the classroom overwhelmed with enthusiasm
about her recent findings.

She shared these findings with any

fellow-colleague who wished to share this marvelous claim,
She experienced her biggest thrill when she presented the claim to
her students,

II
II

They benefited greatly from the new techniques she
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found.
Today,

Mrs.

Atwell

contributions to education.
After in The Middle,

is a

renowned author

and has

made

She's the author of In The Middle,

and more.

The two selections mentioned are

excellent for any teacher wishing to make a difference in a child's
lifestyle, educational growth, self-esteem, and himself/herself as
a person.

'I
I

I

II I'
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Facts About Writing
A Position Paper
There are many facts I believe to be true about writing, Just the
movement

of

a

himself/herself,
individual,
I.

pen

or

pencil

allows

a

person

to

freely

Writing tends to explore the innermost thoughts of an

It is usually considered as an escape route for many seeking

to relieve the tension or stress in their daily activities,

I'

\i

express

Some

find

writing as a friend or companion, and others may view it as a counselor
when confronting a personal or business problem,
The creative side of a person tends to reveal itself through
writing,

Writing creatively authorizes a person to paint a very colorful

picture with words,
creation.

Emotions are usually expressed through a writer's

Most writers are allowed the right to dream their dreams

through writing,
Writing serves as an aide in developing the critical thinking level

II I.

of an individual.

The critical side permits the writer to analyze the

words and the explicit expressions which are demonstrated in his/her
11

writings,
Many well-rounded teachers are produced through writing,

They seek

to alert their students to both the many mystical facts and falsehoods
that are found when a writer writes,
!

I

iI
II
'I ,'

Writing is like a rainbow of many colors,

order of the colors as they intertwine across the high skies,

The

parading colors will generally function differently as they gather within
the rims of the arch,

II
! I
! ·.

Nature determines the

The arch of the rainbow has been given the power to
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oversee the colors as they perform their duties,

The color red displays

itself as an officer, who will ticket any color that might attempt to
abuse the rules of the rainbow.

Orange serves as a critic, who seeks to

observe, analyze and advise the other colors on their position as a part
of the mystical arch,

Blue is the most generous of them all,

It allows

any color wishing to be a part of the rainbow to be creative with its form
and color tone,

Writing, as shown with the rainbow, forms a particular

order when we use words to create our thoughts.
Writing tends to show the structure of a complete or incomplete
array of words.

It positions itself as a critic on the grammar used in

our daily writings,

Sometimes,

it also serves

as a policeman on

punctuation marks when they are violating statements or series of words,
Writing as a whole is a world within itself.
educators and students, to be creative with words,

11

I

I

I

I
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I

It allows us both,
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Writing
electrifying, new
puzzling, thrilling, stimulating,
Keeps me busy, too,
Writing
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First Days
What have I gotten myself into?
19 new names to remember,
19 new faces to see,
38 eyes I will always feel staring at me,

:I

Am I
Am I
Will
Will

as clever as the tall guy?
as refined as the lady in pink?
I be clever?
I be able to even T-H-I-N-K?

Assignments are given,
And I listen with pride,
As I am reassured
That everyone is on the same side,

I

' I

\ i

I 1.
I

Strange how you can doubt your abilities
And the teaching process you have used,
Funny how faces light up
After hearing things we can use,
4 days into the Summer Writing Project
And I have already learned
That writing is a continual process
And sharing can be fun,
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The Legacy of Poetry
Tender words in delicate sweet verse
Light

Airy

Free

Close your eyes

It's gone

Hold it
As it holds you

Words strong as steel
Thin as thawing ice
' I

I

I

Listen

I

Keep them close
Love them
Allow them to sing into eternity

I

I

Poetry flows like music

I

I

JAZZY

I

I

I

ROCKING
PULSATING beats of an African drum
Straight from the heart

Maybe one poem

II II

Sometimes many
All twisted and turned about
Left for MANKIND
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The Birthday Party
"July 9th,

I've finally made it!" shouted Chari.

It had been the longest, most frustrating year of this young
girl's life,

Becoming sixteen meant a lot of things--a chance to wear

makeup, drive a car, a new curfew and most of all a chance to date,
Chari was considered an odd ball, by some,

She was the tallest girl in

the junior class, a little chubby, four eyed, smart, quiet, and afraid-afraid that someone would discover her secret,

Not exactly her secret,

but her daddy's,
Rushing to dress, Chari jumped with joy,
Would anyone care?
new changes.

Running down the hall to the kitchen she noticed no

As she pushed open the doors to the kitchen, she heard no

shouts of "Happy Birthday,"

I

I

wash,

Would anyone remember?

Mama was busy trying to catch up on the

With five kids, she was always washing,

Gerard, Douglas,

Roderick, and James, Chari's four brothers, flipped through the channels
on the television looking for cartoons as they always did on Saturday
morning.

From the corner of her eye she could see that her daddy had

already eased his pain in a little brown bottle filled with bourbon,
She knew that all she had to look forward to this day was working around
the house, taking care of her younger brothers, and hearing profanity,
Chari realized NOTHING had changed,

iI
i

After hours of hard work and silence, Chari's chores were done,

i

"Mama, may I walk to Eva's and Paige's house?"
I

!

j

"Yes," replied Mother,
Eva and Paige lived only half a block away,

They were cousins and
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at times very good friends, and right now a friend was really what she
needed,
"What did you git for ya' h'day?" asked Paige,
"Nothing," answered Chari,
And with that, the three stooges sat on the corner of Henry and
Maple Street for the next two hours,
The sadness of the day ultimately began to take its toll on
Chari's emotion, and tears drifted slowly down her face,
"Some day," she cried,

"Some day,"

She dried her eyes and began her journey home,
Sadly, she approached the living room that only weeks ago had been
I I

I

turned into a bedroom for her,

iron half-bed, she pulled the curtains back to feel the earth cool and
watch the shining stars,
father's swearing,

I
I I
I I

I

\

Stretching out across the pink wrought

Through the window screen she could hear her

His words cut the air like the edge of a sharp

knife,

Yet, above that familiar sound, an unfamiliar sound could be

heard,

Her attentive ears had become the receptacle for the words,

"Sugar pie honey bunch, you know how much I love you,"
voices of the Four Tops singing!

She heard the

She heard MUSIC!

Chari's father had bought her a second-hand record player, plugged
it into a socket on the front porch, and invited every kid in the
neighborhood to celebrate his baby's birthday,

As Chari stood in the

doorway of her room, her father extended his left hand and said,
"Come, baby girl, dance with me,"
As they danced late into the night, no one could believe the
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spectacle of Chari and her father, but--she knew that no other birthday
would ever be the same,

I I

I

'

I

i

I
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Inside the Red Wall of Education: Readers Becoming Writers
A Position Paper

Inside the old wooden frame school house that was long ago painted
red stands a very pale watery looking woman,

Her complexion has been

clobbered by the fiery red sun of the western prairie, and yet, she stands
at the blackboard wet with moisture that has come as payment for a job
well done,

She stresses reading,

'ri ting and 'ri thmetic as a way to

succeed, knowing that in order to survive the progress of modern times
students have to read to write and write to read,

This simple equation

added up to the purest form of education, the truest form of communication
and a way of life that has lasted for centuries,
The inventions of the 20th century help to shield today's student
from the need for communication,

With their vision blurred some do not

see the need to read or feel the desire for self-expression,

The

connection between the author and the reader which can only be touched
through reading and stated through writing, has been replaced with poor
reading skills and poor vocabulary usage,

To improve or upgrade a

student's writing capabilities should, therefore,
writing teacher,

be the goal of the

Every student should be urged to progress and develop

his writing skills to the best of his ability-even if his best amounts to
the completion of a respectable friendly letter,

Ernest Hemingway,

Richard Wright or Margaret Walker will seldom be found within the confines
of the cinder block cubical known as the classroom,
Like a child learning to ride a bike for the first time, writing is
an active experience in which the writer must pedal in order to keep
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the student interested in the writing process.
In the hallway of a red clay brick building stands today's symbol of
education; she has been beaten--not by the sun--but by the demands of the
job.

Frustrated by the ever present need to PRODUCE high test scores, to

PRODUCE capable students, to PRODUCE good citizens she tries everything to
meet the demands of this PRODUCTION line,

She invents games that teach

sentence structure and encourages each child to read and create. Yet, for
her efforts she receives another notice concerning the

SAT scores.

The ideas and purposes of education have not changed in the last
three centuries; they have only broadened, leaving the new frontier open
for growth.

Future readers will learn to consider their knowledge of

language when they read the tales of the past because today's readers have
become writers.

Writing
feelings lifeline
words, mistakes, draft, revise
Love and hate, yet excites and soothes
Communication
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Father
I look through the box-Memoirs--remnants of your life-Dog tags, a watch, a purple heart,
Buttons from a uniform, a silver parachute,
A newspaper clipping, and photographs.,.
I see you in a robe holding a Siamese cat-Here's a funny pose with you wearing a serape
Which drapes your handsome, swimsuited physique-Now, you are sitting on the ground,
Leaning on your elbows, smiling,
That cocky charm penetrating the camera lens.
There you are in uniform,
Prim and proper, looking so confident,
With your arm around my mother,
And a jagged rip zig-zagging down the middle-The result of my adolescent anger,
Here, you stand next to a mailbox,
Your heart-tattooed arm propped up,
But, plump, with something of a frown on your face;
Just six months before they found you,
Eternally asleep with a jug of beer
And the car engine droning in the garage.
Where was I in your life all those years?
Wondering about you-What were you like?
Why didn't you call or write?
You didn't even know my name! I hated you.
Fear of rejection, fear of not belonging,
Tore at my heart, but I prevailed.
I came to know you from the box-That ark filled with the legacy of a tortured soul-Maybe you did care and need me;
Regardless, I did love you--although you'll never know.
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Excerpts From
The Saga of Steven

My son is now twenty-one years old and is majoring in Aerospace
Engineering at Auburn University.
this stage in Steven's life.
but

the

times

exasperation.

that

are

It has not been easy for me to reach

The years have been filled with blessings,
foremost

in my memory were

filled

with

I should have known from the moment Steven was born that he

was the type of child who would be called "ahead of his time."
He was born almost three weeks prematurely ( a certain omen) , without
any eyelashes or fingernails. He looked like a red-faced, wrinkled up old
man. Within a week, he had gained two pounds and looked the way I thought
a baby should look.

I was amazed at how his blue eyes focused on the

world around him and how he would fall into an analyzing, deciphering
trance.

Most of the time, I was that focus because he would awaken at

midnight and demand to stay awake until four o'clock in the morning.

I

would feed hilll, change him, and play with him, yet he refused to go
directly back to sleep,

I practiced all the wise methods of trying to

keep him awake in the daytime, which were handed down by my mother and
mother-in-law.

It was no use.

He had his mind set: If his mother wanted

to sleep at midnight, then he would stay awake!
Eventually, after he discovered that this nice lady could make his
life miserable with back slapping, knee bouncing, and tepid baths, he
settled down into a routine which accommodated his mother.
his very first lesson in getting along well with others.

This became
It became my
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first lesson in learning that victory has many definitions in Steven's
anthology on how to manipulate a mother. This was a natural, not willful,
manipulation developing within his literal and concrete blond head.

I

contributed much of this changing process to the fact that Steven watched
too much television: Mr. Rogers, Captain Kangaroo, The Electric Company,
Sesame Street, and all the commercials that ever flashed on the screen.
The "terrible twos" were definitely a time of growth for my son and
continued exhaustion for me, physically and mentally.
everything he saw which had been neatly packaged.
fire.

He poured out

He set the sofa on

While he was being potty trained, he would take off his clothes and

wave at two of the neighborhood girls passing in front of our screened
door.

I always kept a short, flexible switch from a nearby bush on my

refrigerator ( to keep Steven from breaking it), as a tool to thwart any
and all of the great ideas he tried to put into action.
On one occasion, Steven had the idea that he could put a fork into
an electrical outlet.

When he heard me scream and reach on top of the

refrigerator, he knew this was not a good idea and began to run.

I chased

him around and around the four-roomed interior of the house until he
halted abruptly, placed the back of his hand on his forehead and panted,
"I got 'cedrin headache!"

When I finished with him, he had a different

ache that needed a little Excedrin.
Not long after this, the doctor admitted my baby boy to the hospital
for a minor operation, which had been perfected by the tribe of Levi
thousands of years ago,

Steven's low birthweight had prevented it from

being done when he was born.

Two days later when we returned from the
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hospital, Steven perceived that it might be fun to do something without
any logic, just to see what would happen next. As directed by the doctor,
I was letting Steven soak in a tub of warm water and decided it would be
more enjoyable if it were done on the back porch (I wouldn't have a mess
to clean up).

I took the small plastic tub he used as an infant and

placed it outside in the summer air.

Steven hopped right into the water

and I stepped into the kitchen ( as the saying goes, "just for a second").
That was a definite mistake!

He was gone - naked as a jay bird!

I ran everywhere, inside and out, yelling and screaming as loudly as
I could.

No answer.

Finally, I decided to search at the grocery store

directly behind our house.
around the gas tanks.
without any clothes.

Pat, the owner, said Steven had been running

She was laughing and saying how cute he looked
I stared at her horrified: my son had been missing

for twenty minutes and I had not seen hide nor hair of him.
any mood for small talk.

I was not in

I rushed out of the store to call my husband and

every member of every organization who wore a uniform.
As I bolted past the rear of the store, I heard a fiendish giggle
emanating from some tall bushes. I bent over, pulled back some limbs, and
discovered this blond imp sporting a birthday suit, squatting like a
Neanderthal, and snickering in some maniacal dialect understood only by
those under the age of five.

Had I looked that funny to him?

What on

this earth, or beneath it, could cause my son to do this to me?

I didn't

ask any questions and he didn't answer any,

but by the time we reached

the house his rear end was fire-engine red.

It was during this stage of

Steven's life when I was forced to concede that my precious son did not
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always act rationally like his mother, and must have acquired some
defective gene from his father which had caused this warped sense of humor
to develop. This incident should have taught Steven that humor, in regard
to mothers, must never include fear.

It didn't.

A few months later we moved to a newly developed subdivision called
Center Point Acres, which is located nearly five miles from the town of
Sylacauga (pronounced Sil-ah-kah'-ga}, Alabama (where I lived until I was
thirty years old}.

There were only seven houses in the subdivision at

this time, which were sparsely erected within a two-mile area.

I felt a

sense of security as far as Steven and his little sister were concerned.
There was not much traffic, and I really enjoyed the peace and quiet - for
a few days anyway!
On one particular day I heard a breathtaking crash in my bedroom.
I entered the disaster area to find Steven on the floor with a portable
television resting on his head.

Underneath the chest-of-drawers, where

the television had been positioned, was one-year-old Christi.

I called

the doctor and hurried to the emergency room. No bad injuries, just a few
bumps and bruises.

Another day brought a fragrant smell from my linen

closet, where Steven had led his sister to the top like climbing a ladder
and spilled a full bottle of Chantilly.

(For years after that, women used

to comment on my ingenuity in scenting my linen.} ...
Steven began to ask questions that many scientists and theologians
would have trouble answering:

How do you make grass, dirt, plastic?

Where did the sun, moon, and stars come from? Who made God? Then, there
were those times when an underlying question was evident and he thought he
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knew the answer.

A vivid example of the development of this logistical

side of my son occurred soon after he became lost. The children and I had
been involved in a car accident.

Fortunately, no one was hurt.

Ford Galaxy did a Mae West twist on a slippery road,
landed in a ditch on its side.

The 1969

slid sideways, and

I had not realized the effect this had on

Steven until a few weeks later.
Because of my husband's negligence and because we didn't have
regular garbage pick up, I was elected to take trash to the landfill.

I

was filling the trunk of the Galaxy with plastic trash bags, when Steven
popped up out of nowhere and asked if he could go with me.
of consent and kept on working.

I gave a nod

In less than a minute, he was back and

wanted to know if he could take his puppy with us.

I gave another nod.

Since I was busy loading the car, I guess Steven thought he should
go ahead and load the dog in the back seat, where I had left a door
opened.
doing.

Then he left it there while he came to oversee the job I was
Well as soon as that dog realized it was alone in a strange place

without a friendly boy, it began to howl.

I went around the back of the

car to free it from its misery and saw the familiar blond head bobbing
around the front.

Steven picked up the dog, held it lovingly to his

heart, gently stroked its head and concluded, "Dats okay, puppy.
not gonna run in a ditch!"

Mommy's

The slight differences of opinion my son and

I had uncovered in the past were now changing to a cold war that appeared
to have no end.
Steven began kindergarten eagerly. There were no tears or cries for
mommy.

He was ready to start building up ammunition for the Great War to
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come.

His teacher was thrilled over his advanced knowledge and thinking

skills; I was always wondering what would happen next.

I didn't have to

wait long.
At 10 P .M. on the 23rd day of December, my husband and I took
Christmas toys out of their hiding place (the trunk of the car) to put
necessary batteries in some of them.

Steven had been begging Santa for

walkie talkies so we energized them first.

It was then Steven decided to

wake up and walk in the living room just in time to see me in the green
chair with a walkie talkie saying, "Testing. One. Two. Three." He didn't
say anything--he just stared.

I told him to go back to bed and he obeyed.

I wasn't sure what he would say or ask the next day, but I knew it
wouldn't do any good to lie or try to cover up the blunder.
let him make the first move, which he did around lunchtime.

I decided to
He walked

over to me with his head bent low and a quiver in his voice and said,
"Mom, Santa Claus didn't bring our toys."
said, "He didn't?"

Trying to sound surprised I

His response came quickly and matter-of-factly, "No.

Me and Christi was so mean, you and Daddy had to buy them,"

Yes!

I had

been saved by Steven's own logic, and I considered this a monumental
victory ...

W.lting,
Mind-boggling, l'.'eveal Ing
Clustel'.'ing, sha.ing, lmp.ovlng
What feel Ing - exp.esslng oneself
c.eating.
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AUNTIE
I didn't have a grandma or granddaddy to visit me very often, since
my grandmother died when Mother was little, and Granny lived far away,
When they did come, they seldom hugged me or held me the way other Nanas
or Grandmas did their grandchildren!
Looking back in my life however, I discovered that my nurturing
grandmother figure was there all the time,

One of my earliest and most

vivid memories of childhood stems from this person - my Auntie,

Mommy is sick; I think she has been crying a lot,

Auntie and Uncle

Mike have come from far away and I'm going to visit them,
when I leave,

Mommy cries

I guess it's because I'm so little and I've never been away

from home before,
Auntie holds me and I'm not afraid,
warm,

She is so sweet and feels so

She smells of that white stuff beside her kitchen sink, you know,

in the white bottle with black letters on it,
hands after she washes them,

She always puts it on her

Her hands are so pretty!

She has long

fingers, so graceful, and nails which are always neat and painted candy
apple red,
I love breakfast here,
toast with Log Cabin syrup,

Auntie makes it 'specially for me,

It's

Hey, the syrup's in a tin house, how neat!

This is great and she makes it every morning!
Ooh, I'd better be careful in this room,
things in here,

There are lots of pretty

I think they might break if I touch them,

Those lampB

are different, so round with flowers; they give this room a rosy glow,
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What's this rosy box on the little table by the sofa? Carefully lift off
the lid; this box is full of peppermint!
of it now, This box is always full,

Auntie says I may have a piece

I like this room a lot,

lets me sit with her at the piano; she plays for me,
some too,

I like the piano,

Auntie even

She lets me play it

Besides the rosy dish on the table, the

piano is the best part of this room,
Of all the good feelings that I get being here, the very best one is
Skippy,

He is a white, fluffy ball of fun who barks,

playmate here,
me,

He is my only

Bill, my cousin, is nice; but he is too big to play with

Skippy, though, is by my side all day long!

When I sit down, Skippy jumps up in my lap.

We run and play outside,

He likes for me to pet him,

Skippy really is Bill's dog, but since Bill is gone all day I guess Skippy
just plays with me instead.

We have lots of fun each day, and I love him,

Skippy is my friend,
I talked to Mommy on the phone,

She sounds happier now,

I will be

going home soon,
I say "Goodbye" to Skippy and Bill.
home,

Auntie and Uncle Mike carry me

Mommy and Daddy seem so happy to see me,

I think they are awfully

glad I'm back home,

Many years later as I now look back at my life, I realize that the
warm spot which other people reserve for their grandmother has been taken
up by my Auntie,

She has been that special person for all of my life and

is at the center of many of my warmest childhood memories,
I never see ruby red fingernails without remembering Auntie, or
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smell Jergens lotion without feeling near to her,
syrup on toast,

I still like Log Cabin

To my family it's just a breakfast food; but to me it is

a warm place I a safe place I a happy time,
truly, my grandmother,

All of these are Auntie -
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Difficult Dilemma

Flashing blue lights sped past in the opposite direction as the sky
was just beginning to tinge with hues of purple and rose.

Two female

occupants of the automobile, deeply engaged in conversation, didn't pause
to look up as the trooper traveled out of sight,
in late February had been a perfect day,

This pleasant Saturday

As twilight was now beginning to

fall, the teachers were returning to Huntsville following a stimulating
class

session

of

weekend

college

at

the

University

of

Alabama.

Approaching Birmingham, their lively chatter continued back and forth,
As

yet

another

bluP

light

questioned, "What is happening?

flashed

past

the

auto,

Margaret

Why are there troopers everywhere this

evening?"
Behind the wheel, Mary, who had begun to wonder, responded, "I don't
know, but perhaps we had better turn on the radio,

There may be an

explanation for all of this,"
Neither passenger was prepared for

the announcement on the car

radio, "Interstate 65 North is closed!" the announcer stated, "Snow has
fallen since early morning in the northern half of the state, making the
highway impassable to motorists,

Remain home unless travel is absolutely

necessary!"
Margaret and Mary quickly looked at one another in total shock,
can't believe the interstate is closed!

"I

The road looks clear to me,"

Margaret urged, "Just go on, but take it easy,"
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The Datsun 210 looked lonely as it cautiously continued northbound
on the interstate.

Soon it became apparent that the voice of doom from

the radio was indeed correct,

Abandoned cars began to appear on the

desolate overpasses; the roads were icy!
Mary wisely and carefully turned the car toward the exit,
feel safer on the busier city streets below the interstate,

She would
Confined to

the small auto, conversation suddenly became more serious as the two
passengers tried to make sense of a frightful situation.
Immediate concern showed on Mary's face as she said, "We should get
some gas soon; the car is nearing empty,

What shall we do?"

Being low on gas might not appear to be serious, but the problem
grew worse,

Frantic as they had been to leave town after school that

Friday afternoon, Margaret had left her purse at home!

Mary, not known

for carrying much cash, had carefully budgeted their joint limited funds
all weekend,

At this moment in time, the two continued with a meager

$6.00 between them!
"Not to worry!"

Mary tried calming herself, "The car is almost out

of gas, we haven't much cash, but,,,there are several major gas stations
in the medical district, and I have my credit cards,"
As fate dictated, no good luck befell the passengers who were
rapidly becoming weary,
accept CASH ONLY!
needed gas.
radio.

They found only the jiffy-stops open, those who

Wisely, they decided to pay the $5.00 cash for the much

Time had quickly passed since that first announcement on the
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Traveling now on virtually empty city streets with only $1.00
between them and the coldness of winter,
location of a motel - but, not so!

the next logical step was

Margaret and Mary drove on for a brief

time; finally they spotted a motel and stopped,

The mote 1 was full,

While remaining in the lobby, they pondered over the yellow pages, located
a suitable second selection, and phoned for directions,

To their utter

dismay, a reply came back over the phone, "Ma'am, we have NO VACANCIES!"
"How could this possibly be true? You must be mistaken!" Mary cried
out.
"No," the male voice responded, "the NCAA Basketball tournament is
in progress here; there are no vacancies anywhere in this town!"
Margaret watched in disbelief as Mary conveyed the hopeless message,
"Now, what?" Margaret cried,
"I lived here until I was sixteen," Mary tried to reassure them
both,

"I will try to locate a place for us to spend the night,"
Mary drove aimlessly, trying to sort out her thoughts,

could not be happening!
outdoor phone booth,

Surely this

She stopped to call former friends from an

Again, they struck out!

Traveling safely to any of

these friends' out-lying homes was risky business!

Now what?

The cold began to nibble at Mary's fingers as she momentarily
remained by the phone and tried to remember yet another person to call,
Still thinking, she gazed at two vagrants in tattered clothing as they
shuffled across the street and sauntered past the booth where she stood,
Watching as they disappeared down the street, she wondered if they were
inebriated?

Could it instead be a reminder of a time in her childhood
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when she had been thoroughly frightened by a drunk trying to get into the
car while they waited for her dad?

After all, it had been in that very

part of town!
Mary ran quickly to the warmth of

the

waiting car,

Weary,

shivering, and frightened, she continued on--now in search of an INDOOR
phone!

To her dismay, most businesses were closed!
Just up ahead, the Golden Rule Barbeque beckoned "Welcome",

Mary

and Margaret entered the empty restaurant where the gracious manager
allowed Mary to use the house phone,

She called her parents in Florence -

maybe they could help locate a safe haven for the night,

If not, she

didn't know what they would do,
Abruptly, fate turned!

Mary's mother suggested possible lodging,

and she quickly placed the call.

"Sure dear," the gentle, voice replied,

"we would love for you to come!"
Realizing the late hour and that they had not eaten since lunch,
Mary and Margaret welcomed the steaming coffee placed unexpectedly before
them,

While catching their breath and conversing with the manager over

the much needed cup of coffee, something occurred, unheard of in this day
and age - the Samaritan offered to cash a $25,00 check for these two total
strangers!
Margaret and Mary couldn't believe the drastic turn in their luck,
A bond quickly formed with this stranger, as each became concerned for the
other's well-being,

The travelers departed into the late night as their

new friend left safely for her own difficult trip home,
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Never before had Mary seen the streets of Birmingham so desolate as
they were now!

The car traveled through the cold, lonely night,

Arriving

safely and late at their destination, the weary travelers were welcomed
into the home of Mary's childhood neighbors,
eighties, had prepared a warm snack,

The couple, now in their

Mary and Margaret were treated like

beloved grandchildren - how heavenly!
It was strange awakening that Sunday morning to the beautiful
blanket of snow,

That which had appeared so dreadful in the dark, somehow

wasn't so fearsome by daylight.
this serene sight,

Mary and Margaret couldn't quite believe

Following the difficult dilemma of the previous

evening, it was peaceful and calming,
Traveling toward home later that day, Margaret suddenly burst out
laughing, "We will have a whopper of a story to tell at school tomorrow,
but they probably won't believe it is true,

I wouldn't believe it myself

if I hadn't experienced it!"
"Me either, 11 Mary replied, "I BARELY believe it myself, and I WAS
there!"

Words
Written proliferative
Resonating overwhelming instructing
Making our brains exhausted
Wr It Ing
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A Poem for Eight Graders
Writing to read
Reading to write,
The school day long and
Into the night,
What's it about,
And how do we know
that what we're
All learning
Will take us where
We want to go?

Running to win
Winning to run again,
All through school and
Into life,
Grab on tight
To what you know,
Question, but never doubt.
The race is worth
The running,
Even when you can't
Figure it out,
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'fhe First of First
I knew that it must have been awfully important for Momma to
have stayed home from work.

She never missed work, for any reason,

and today she said she had stayed home to go with me.

Momma had

gotten me up earlier than usual and had carefully laid out what I
was to wear.

It was my green dress that had fuzzy little polka dots

with puffy sleeves and a round collar with lace and the big sash
that always came untied,
breakfast table,

I put it on and walked nervously to the

I felt a knot in the bottom of my stomach,

I

wasn't very hungry, but Momma said I would get hungry before lunch,
so I ate the pancake she set in front of me,
As soon as breakfast was over, Momma brushed my hair,
always had too many tangles, rat nests she called them,

I

Today

seemed no different. When she was satisfied that I was presentable,
we got in the car,

It was an old blue Plymouth something,

seats were faded blue cloth,

The

The floorboards were dirty and filled

with stuff - paper, Coke bottles, gravel - and I wasn't sure about
under the seats,
We drove for what seemed to be a very long time,
Momma asked me all kinds of strange questions,

On the way

"Can you spell cat?

Can you spell dog? Can you spell your name? Do you remember how to
write your name?"

Then she asked me to say my ABCs ,

everything she asked me to do,

I did

I also got more nervous as we went

along, This wasn't Momma's usual routine,

Something was different,
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and I knew that somehow, whatever was going on, a lot was expected
of me,
When we got to where we were going Momma parked the car
outside a huge white building, and we went inside,

The doors were

as tall as mountains, and they squeaked like the doors of a haunted
house,
early

No one else was in the building,
a1Jd

was cold,

Momma said that we were

that we might be the first ones there,

It was cold, or I

I wasn't sure if the goose bumps on my arms were from

cold inside the building or cold inside of me,

The old wooden

floors creaked as we walked down the hall, We turned left (although
at the time I didn't know it was called left), and at the end of a
long hall, Momma saw the sign that she seemed to be searching for,
It had written on it the letters SELF,

I didn't know what that

spelled, but Momma did and said that's where we were headed,
When we walked in, a strange short lady with peculiar looking
glasses came over to Momma and said, "Good morning, I'm Mrs, Self,"
Momma told her who she was and then told her my name, Wilma, and it
didn't seem to me to be a very pretty one,
Mrs, Self told me that I could sit down if I wanted to while
she talked to Momma.

I sat in a big seat with what looked like a

little table across the front.

Mrs, Self called it a desk,

The

seat was very cold, and even when I stretched my legs, my feet could
not touch the floor,

When I leaned back, my hands could barely

reach the top of the desk.

It was so.big that it seemed to swallow

me up, and I was lost sitting in it.
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The knot in the bottom of my stomach pulled even tighter when
I saw Momma reach in her purse for her car keys,

She was going to

leave me in that big strange place with a lady I didn't know,
Regardless of whatever else happened on my

first

day of

school, T went home convinced that school was a very scary place to
be.
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Piaget and Goodman - One Middle School Teacher's Approach
A Position Paper
I never considered myself a middle school teacher, especially a
teacher of writing,

I teach science,

I never seriously entertained the

idea of teaching hormone rampant, emotionally inconsistent eighth graders
anything,

But, after having seen the physical, social, and academic

changes that students undergo during this time in their lives, I find
teaching preadolescent children challenging, exciting, and fulfilling,
Not yet high school material and no longer tolerant of being treated as
elementary school students, middle school children have learning needs
unique to their stage of development; I have found that the versatility of
content area writing helps to meet many of their changing learner needs,
Piagetian theory holds that most preadolescents, ages 11 through 14,
are going through a time of developmental transition, moving away from a
concrete operational stage of learning to the final, formal operational
stage,

For middle school teachers this means that ideal teaching styles

should include concrete experience activities which guide the learner to
make abstract inferences and conclusions, or allow the learner to provide
concrete illustrations and examples of an abstract thought,
writing allows for either avenue of instruction,

Content area

For example, in teaching

the properties of the gas helium, I release a helium filled balloon in the
classroom and ask my students to write a brief paragraph about balloons,
some of their experiences with balloons, and why some rise and some do
not,

Then I ask them to use their reasoning and briefly write about what

would happen if the balloon had been filled with neon or argon,

Concrete
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to abstract and back again,

This also provides an informal pretest of

their knowledge of chemistry,
As content area teaching almost always involves a new vocabulary, a
common objective is that students be

able to define a given

term,

However, unless a student becomes empowered to use that term comfortably
in reading, speaking, or writing, it is often soon forgotten,

I have

found that Goodman's Whole Language approach is particularly useful in
teaching a new vocabulary to middle school students,

Encouraging students

to listen, speak, read, and especially write--applying as many new terms
as possible--helps students to become more comfortable and adept in using
a new vocabulary,

The demand of a student to compose in writing his

understanding of a concept requires the development of organizational
skills, strengthens content area skills, and promotes abstract thinking,
Once again, concrete to abstract,
Many textbooks, curriculum guides, and workbooks include excellent
activities which provide concrete learning experiences for middle school
students.

However, if concepts demonstrated by these activities are not

incorporated

into

a

student's

repertoire

of

useful

knowledge,

the

activities often amount to·little more than exercises in futility,

The

association of sensory stimuli in an activity to the abstract concept it
illustrates is crucial for effective learning to take place,

By allowing

a student to write from his own personal, readily accessible source of
knowledge (e.g. the appeal of the activity to his five senses} a teacher
has already conferred ownership of a concept to a student,

Beginning from

that point, instruction can expand to a new vocabulary, related concepts,
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and higher levels of learning,
Implementing a middle school curriculum which integrates concrete
learning activities with a whole language approach to teaching requires
commitment but courage, creativity, and enthusiasm with confidence,

One

not only needs commitment to see an idea through to fruition but also
courage to withstand the criticism and lack of support from less adaptive
colleagues.

Creativity is essential in adjusting activities to changing

learner styles.

And finally, enthusiasm for and confidence in self and

student will cement the bond between theory and practice,

Writing.
Usefu 1, sub] lme.
Informs, transports, laments.
It ls my release.
Expression.
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Fear
The light I seek is not far.
O, shadowy tunnel between.
I enter the unknown determined,
Disappointing myself in retreat.
Anger.
Frustration.
Others play in the light,
While I am immobilized in
Darkness.
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A Granddaughter's Search

The cherry bedposts reach to the ceiling,
The mattress, now covered with white chenille
Is indented on the right side,
I came here to find him--some snatch of his presence,
But he is not here in the damp heaviness of this room.
This is sickness--death,
Will I ever play here again?

The rows are long and straight I though fewer than before,
The soil, now tilled by substitute hands,
Is rich from years of toil,
I came here to find him--some snatch of his presence,
Yes!

He is here in the fresh growth of his garden,

This is renewal--life,
Should I go open the bedroom window?
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THE CARRYING OUT
Would it ever end? I had finished my coloring sheet of Joseph
and his coat of many colors, neatly stacked all the attendance cards
on the pew in front of me, carefully copied my name over and over on
the back of Mama's lesson book, and he was still talking,

Where was

that moth that had entertained me earlier flitting around old Mr,
Busby's ear?
"God's glory shone down like the rays of light shining through
those windows,"
"preachy,"

I heard those words because he had gotten loud and

So that was God's glory,

floating around in it,

It sure had a lot of dust

Maybe that was why when people stood in

bright light they sneezed,
"Daddy, is it nearly over?"

Some people behind us snickered,

I didn't say it that loud, but there were a few people between us
and I wanted him to hear me,

I had embarrassed Daddy, and I could

tell from the look on his face that I was about to
consequences for having done so,

pay the

He motioned for me to come to bim,

picked me up, and carried me down the side aisle to the back of the
auditorium,

I buried my head in his shoulder, for the tears had

already started to flow in anticipation of my punishment.
The words of reprimand and the spat on the leg were quick and
to the point, but the worst was yet to come,

Daddy did not pick me

up to carry me back to our seat, but motioned for me to walk ahead
of him alone,

The humiliation of it all,

Everyone knew of the

indignity I had just suffered in the foyer,

I planned to walk as
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dignified and quietly as possible back down the side aisle,

Why did

my parents always sit on the row second from the front?
I had not gone far when I reached the first air vent, which in
our church building, was on the floor.

As I tip-toed across the

metal grating the air caught the layers of crinolines under my
dress,

Up went my skirt like an opening umbrella,

To make matters

worse, my slip had little bells sewn along the hem,

At their

miniature chiming I all eyes turned to see the mischievous cherub
descend the aisle,

I maintained my composure, and with head held

high walked across the other three vents to reach the seat where my
red-faced mother and laughing brothers sat.
I sat down, blessedly hidden by the high-backed pew.
you believe it?

He was still talking!

revelling in God's glory,

Could

Oh, there was that moth--
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Get Them Writing
A Position Paper
I believe the most important step in the teaching of writing is to
provide frequent and regular opportunities to write.
ability, improves with practice,

Writing, as any

It has been my experience that writing

does not improve if you put it off until the students "know how."
Students' experience with language varies,

Each child comes to the

classroom with different grammatical skills and mechanical abilities,
Each child comes to the classroom with different imagination, enthusiasm,
and motivations.

I feel it is important, initially, to spend your efforts

in fostering and enhancing the latter,

Endless drill on the rules of

writing will dampen the children's excitement for creating their own
written works and may not improve their mechanics,

Get them writing, and

growth will come naturally,
One way to improve the students' compositions is to provide good
literature on their reading levels and time during the day for them to
read books of their own choosing,

You may also choose selections to read

aloud to the class, exposing them to different forms, styles, and purposes
for writing,

In this way, while you are bombarding them with examples of

proper syntax, story or poem structure, and introducing new vocabulary,
they are just enjoying a good book!

They may even get ideas for stories

of their own.
Once these stories are written, publishing the written works of the
students will encourage them to edit, using skills they learned from the
grammar and writing mechanics lessons,

"Publishing" may be as simple as
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posting the finished products on a bulletin board, but it gives the young
a11thor a sense of pride in his work,

Students may work together on

editing their writing, giving them the benefit of others' opinions and
perhaps greater expertise,

There can be no greater motivation than a peer

telling the student writer that he liked his work,
Of course the work of language instruction and grading must go on,
but if kept separate from the creative process of wdting, at least
overtly,
students,

the

experience

may

remain

a dynamic

one

for

teacher

and

L,:1ugh ter·

b1,1bb 1y, bouncy.
tingles, teases, tickles
touches, tugs, taps at my heart
Happy
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Dream Soda
I empty the potpourri
into the bowl
on my bedside table,
Familiar fragrance of long ago-Cream soda,
Mother's favorite,
"Came in brown bottles
when I was a girl."
My first sip--from a can-gentle, rich, bubbly-like vanilla flavoring
was supposed to taste,
Cream soda
memories
packaged in potpourri.
Some nights I stir the bowl
lie between crisp sheets
rest my head on the pillow
breathe the mellow odor
and dream of
Cream soda.
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Rural Route
Pink plastic feathered flamingoes
Stand on wire legs beside
Whitewashed tires that
Frame raised beds of petunias,
Painted hounds
Chase imaginary coons up a tree
As Clorox bottle windmills
Whirl in the breeze,
Plaster of Paris hen and chicks
Pretend to scratch a mat of Bermuda grass
While ceramic Bambi
Stares into space,
Still lifes
Two for a dollar
Community landscapes
On rural routes.
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Blue Chair
My earliest memories of household furniture include the navy blue
brocade sofa and matching chair that occupied our living room,
remember the living room--only the sofa and chair,
knew this was our "good" furniture because

I don't

But even as a child I

in a different room was

another sofa with cushions that were supported only by the wall, and
Mother wasn't at all fussy about that one,

The old blue sofa was soft and

springy, wonderful to bounce on when Mother wasn't looking, It had wide
contoured arms and back with little carved wooden knobs on each arm.

The

chair was a miniature replica of the sofa,
When we moved from Florida to Alabama the chair and sofa came with us
to our big old

farmhouse,

Perhaps the sofa was damaged in the move, or

maybe it just didn't blend with fifties farm decor, whatever the reason,
we parted with the sofa soon after the move and it was replaced with a
modern sleeper--hard as a rock but designed to accommodate all the
visiting relatives we were supposed to have, but never did,
chair, still in good condition,

The blue

remained,

Although Mother wasn't a slave to style, coordinating colors was a
pet peeve with her,

She wouldn't even allow any of us to wear mismatched

clothes to do field work,

So the blue chair--now sitting in the moss

green living room decorated with custom made

61·een and beige floral

draperies, and brown, leaf patterned linoleum--had to go,
go far,
discarded,

A piece of

But it didn't

furniture in such good condition couldn't be

The blue chair took up permanent residence in a corner of the

back room--the one room in the house that at different times in its
history served in every capacity,

Since it had an outside door and small
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cement porch, it served as the living room for awhile, During the ice
storm of '60 we cooked on the old coal burning stove that stood in the
corner, Frigid temperatures during that natural disaster forced us to use
the back room as kitchen, living room, and bedroom for several days,
other times it served as my older sister's bedroom,
bedroom, and finally my bedroom,

At

then my parents'

But when the blue chair was shoved to

the back room, it was Mother and Daddy's bedroom,
Farm life

doesn't

provide

many opportunities

for

sitting

and

resting, certainly not in the bedroom, so nobody ever sat in the blue
chair anymore,

It wasn't used as a good reading spot either, for the

sixty watt bulb in the ten foot ceiling was an inadequate reading lamp,
(Besides, all reading at our house took place at either the kitchen table
or in the bathroom),

Once in the back room the blue chair never again

served a "normal" purpose.

It became our extra

But useful it was!

"closet."
When Daddy changed clothes

in the evening,

if what he had been

wearing was too clean to be washed but too dirty to be hung up again, the
urge to

lay it across the blue chair "for just one more wearing" (which

likely was not the next day) was irresistible,

Never bound to neatness

and organization, Mother found it more than convenient to follow his
example,
After a few weeks of this piling habit, Daddy stomped through the
house looking for his favorite khaki slacks, Mother had the answer in
question form:

"Have you looked on the blue chair in the back room?"

Even from the kitchen we could hear him grunting and grumbling,
Thirty minutes later he found his khakis, with permanent pressed wrinkles,
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under three weeks of Sunday clothes, "town" clothes, and work clothes--all
of which could make it through "just one more wearing" before being thrown
in with the dirty clothes.
The blue chair soon became the place for clean clothes just off the
line that needed to be folded, along with the ironing for the week (or
month),

Of course the pile outgrew the chair, but since it was shoved in

a corner, walling it in on two sides,

the capacity for piling was

limitless,
Habitual rummagers, going on searches in the blue chair presented no
problems for Mother, my sister, and me, but it was a constant thorn in the
flesh for Daddy,

As far as he was concerned, every article of clothing he

owned was on the blue chair in the back room, His growing impatience with
such disorganization made him interrupt every "Where is.,,?"
the blue chair in the back room,"
I wish I could say that

with, "On

More often than not, he was right,

Blue Chair was one of the few pieces of

furniture we could never part with, but alas, it was not,

Somewhere along

the way it bowed under the weight of ironing and folding-to-be, outgrown,
unwanted,

and

"almost dirty" clothes,

One hot summer day when Mother

went on a cleaning rampage, it was thrown on the back of our 1951 green
pickup to be taken to

clay pit (our name for the four foot ditch at the

back of our property that served as the family dump site),
Blue Chair in the back room is gone but not forgotten,

One of its

descendants now sits in my living room--and I am considering new green
curtains and rug.

Mmm,,,I wonder what the fate

of my Blue Chair will be?

Writing
Strugg!esome work.
Right brain activity Waiting for the words to occur.
Writing.
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This Role and That
Shifting
uneasily
in this role and that
I try
to see
where I'd like to be
Uncertain: was it
a fiddler crab's home
I inhabited once
or
is this role and that
the
definition of me,
The houseless builds a lean-to defense
no architect's pride
The conch she 11
old
sand-worn now
offers no retreat
and
duty
hesitates
to craft escapes
from
this role and that,
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A Coincidence of Hummingbirds
I

do not

hummingbirds.

believe

in

the occult,

but

I

do

believe

Tales of omens and reincarnation meet my polite

silence today when once my skepticism was open and abrasive.
not

lost

in

my skepticism,

but

I

have

learned

respect

I have
for

the

believers,

That respect was one last lesson from a woman whose

lessons

back

go

to

the

edges

of

my earliest

memories,

My

association with Miss Bessie Fowler taught me at a young age to
enjoy natural wonders, and at a later age to tolerate those who
would invest natural phenomenon with supernatural meaning,

Mind

you, Miss Bessie was no occultist--unless you count one who daily
read her horoscope in the Raleigh News and Observer to be one,
She was simply my baby sitter and my first grown-up friend,
A twice-widowed lady of a certain Southern type, she possessed a
rather useless asthmatic son of uncertain age and a large, sandyland farm adjoining ours in the Low Country fringes of coastal
Carolina,

She had no marketable skills, and no social welfare

systems moved

in

to

rescue

her

from

her

somewhat

destitute

circumstances, so she lived in near penury on the rental of her farm
lands, the board paid her by her divorced brother, and the errandboy wages of her son's work for his brother-in-law.
When Mama was busy on the farm, I went to visit Miss Bessie,
Her resources for

caring for a

preschooler hardly fit

modern

requirements; she simply provided a watchful, indulgent eye, and for
stimulation, a house unlike my own,

It was large and airy and
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contained furnishings that were, to me, exotic -- certainly worthy
of hours of examination,

Best of all, there was, from better days,

an oriental rug that I was allowed to nap on, cheek and limb pressed
to the luxurious plush,
Outdoors, a disorderly yard was haphazardly sown and planted
in flowers and blooming shrubs and allowed to go untrimmed, until
the scar let sage and larkspur that had self-seeded into the lawn had
run their course of blooming.

The summer's outpouring of color

attracted swarms of hummingbirds from the swampy woods, and I was
fascinated watching the bright, iridescent creatures dance among the
giddy collection of blossoms,

I practiced my numbers counting

hummingbirds, which may explain why, by first grade, I counted only
to fourteen,

Miss Bessie never supplied pen and paper, never urged

the ABC's, nor trained me to color in the lines,

She let me count

hummingbirds, rearrange the bric-a-brac in the breakfront, and eat
ice cream with Brother Bill, its supplier,

For a child whose

parents had little time for fanciful time-wasting, Miss Bessie's
house was Shangri-la,
Miss Bessie was

no

frustrated schoolmarm,

but when she

sheepishly donned her old-fashioned sunbonnet to protect her finefreckled skin (in vanity making certain no company was coming up the
drive) and took my hand to walk the wooded trails of the farm, I
learned of many wonders,

She always had an excuse for the almost

daily walks: we walked to check on the tenant farmer's crops, to see
about the fence he was supposed to fix, to see if the corn had made
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roasting ears, to see the wild iris, to see if the huckleberries
were ripe, to see a bear' s tracks, Finding bear tracks was more
exciting than checking fences, but she treated all trips in the same
manner, fearlessly and without fanfare,

On one such routine trip

she unaccountably turned aside from the trail and first led, then
carried,

me

into the

reeds and briars by a watercourse

and,

whispering, pointed out a sight I have only seen in museums since,
It was a tiny lichen basket embedded in a fork of a tree branch to
which she lifted me very gingerly,
it seemed,

In the tiny cup were two beads,

"That," she said, "is one of our hummingbirds' nests,

I followed her here early this morning."

Somehow bear tracks paled

in comparison.

I grew up from five to thirty-five and Miss Bessie grew old
from sixty to ninety and I saw her only on occasional visits home,
Her personality never grew infirm, al though her body eventually
confined her to house and chair.
associated her with hummingbirds,

However changed we were, I always
I had learned well to delight in

solitude and nature and was indulging those delights at daybreak one
day in 1980 on our farm in Alabama---drinking coffee in the yard
where I had remarked the absence of hummingbirds--when a familiar
whirring buzz alerted me to a visitor,

A single ruby-throat bee-

lined across the yard and hovered over a petunia bed,
conversation piece of the day,

I rushed to buy a feeder, and told

the children all about Miss Bessie and the hummingbirds,
evening, my mother telephoned,

It was the

Late that

The news was gloomy, her voice
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revealed,

"Miss Bessie Fowler passed on this morning,

she was clear to the end,"

'!'hey said

With those words, I saw the nest and

felt the reeds slipping across my bare legs that day, and, most of
all, I believed in hummingbirds,
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Vincent Van Gogh, Sign Painter
A Position Paper

Did someone in L'Ecole Frangais Publique teach Vincent Van Gogh to
paint?

How many Van Goghs could be

instruction?

produced by public school art

Many people doubt that art classes would produce any Van

Goghs, and some go so far as to charge that such instruction would inhibit
the development of real artistry,

One of the writing teacher's worst

nightmares is that we spend so much energy teaching the child how to hold
the brush that his creativity is stifled.

As a nation of sign painters is

scarcely the goal of art classes, neither is a nation of memo writers the
goal of our writing classes,
On one hand the specter of unintelligible business reports,

news

reports, and technical manuals drives us to bear down on specific rules
and guidelines for student writing, while on the other hand the scarcity
of lasting literature on our best seller lists causes us to hope for
literary creativity.

The teacher of writing must balance the mandate to

teach students to write technical, informative exposition with the need to
allow unorthodox, imaginative writing that can be viewed as literature,
For those teachers who feel caught in this seeming dilemma, there is hope
in the workshop approach to teaching writing, for it provides remedies for
the flaws in traditional format of classroom composition instruction,
The workshop method of writing instruction emphasizes how a writer
prepares a piece of communication for his audience.

The student

is

encouraged to explore and understand the stages of his writing process.
The student works in guided stages, usin~ methods that transfer to all
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kinds of writing,

At some time during a semester,

informational,

personal, and literary writings are attempted in their various forms; but,
importantly, common elements of the writing process are practiced,
Erica Lindemann in A Rhetoric for Writing Teachers points out that
the workshop method is who-centered, for peer response groups provide an
audience other than the teacher or the great unknown public,

By writing

for the benefit of his peers, the student is not only more certain in his

I.

purpose, but is motivated in the most difficult and essential stage, that
of revision,

I

It becomes a personal goal to express himself clearly to his

peers, an audience the writer better understands than he understands his
teacher or, certainly, the great unknown public,

II

Each participant in the

response group must critique the writing of others, which heightens his

II

awareness of syntax, diction, grammar, and mechanics--the tools of the
process,

11.

Evaluation is based on progress with using the process rather than

1 •

strictly on the finished product.

A student's work is held up to his

I!

previous efforts rather than to an impossibly perfect ideal,

This frees

the writer from the dreaded red pen and allows him to assess his own

I,
I

progress and his own weaknesses, as defined by his audience rather than in
comparison to James Thurber or William Raspberry,
Instituting the workshop method will demand changes in the emphasis
from

the

finished

product

to

the

process,

Models of

sentences,

paragraphs, and essays in their final form have been presented importantly
in most classes,

More models of the process, of works in progress, and of

inventing procedures must be provided,
·1

Middle grade students may still

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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need guidance while exploring for topi cs but that, too, may be mode lled
more often than supplied.

Writing to the depth of "how" and "why" can

still be done by training the peer r esponse groups to ask the right
questions and search for the whole story in r eviewi ng each other's work.
Evaluation being a necessary evil, procedures that quickly and
fairly measure progress in using the stages of writing must be evolved and
adopted.

The only way to see a student's progress is to view his work

over a period of time, so the use of portfolios to store and evaluate
student writing

is recommended.

Goals can be

set based upon

the

individual student's needs.
The workshop method demands also that planning t o modify student
behavior must be in place to harvest the benefits of peer response groups.
The writer's audience of peers must be motivated to be helpful, but not
bossy; critical, but not unkind;

teachers, but also learners.

They must

not only learn to care enough about their own writing to revise, but must
also care enough about their peers' writing to be helpful.
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Individualized Instruction or Pass the MPS, Please
Recently after experiencing an unusually stressful day at school, I
retreated to the security of my own living room accompanied by a big bowl
of chocolate chip ice cream and my friend "the tube", to relax and unwind,
As my fingers tired of flipping the remote, I found myself being addressed
by one of our country's most prolific journalists,

Right there before my

very eyes was Geraldo, the source of all knowledge on all subjects.

At

that moment, he was relating in his most authoritative tone his knowledge
of the poor souls who were victims of a multiple personality syndrome,
Hmmm,,, multiple personality syndrome,

Sleepily I thought that

didn't sound like such a terrible affliction to me,

As I pondered over my

thoughts and half-way listened to the television host exorcising the
different personalities from his guest, I began to imagine myself with
such a blessed curse of resources in my classroom,
Oh, how wonderful it would have been that very day when Mad Mac, my
classroom bully, wrote and then read aloud how Ravenous Ruby was the
namesake of the great Ruby Falls,

If I could have only reached into my id

for assistance from another personality,

I imagined the look on Mad Mac's

face when my Mike Tyson personality emerged and challenged him to a match
outside,

In fact, I thought I probably would have kept my Tyson identity

long enough to deal with his parents and the administration,
However, Mike would have had to go back into hiding later that day
when I urged Anxious Angela to read her journal entry for class,

If she

had ever seen the Tyson side of me, my Perry Mason personality would have
had to surface to defend me against charges of contributing to the heart
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attack of a minor,

So instead,

I would have relied on my Dr, Joyce

Brothers to coax Angela out into what was an unknown circle to her called
"life,"

How nice it would have been to see the top of Angela's head for

a change and to discover that she really wasn't mute at all,
Speaking of doctors, one of my favorite personalities could really
have added a little spark to my usual embarrassed interaction with
Voluptuous Veronica,

What would Veronica have thought when in my Dr, Ruth

voice I reminded her to always practice safe sex?

My Dr, Ruth might have

been the one personality that could have stopped Veronica's probing,
sexually-slanted questions that had always been good for at least a ten
minute distraction from prewriting exercises,
Another personality that would have been useful that day would have
been Cyndi Lauper,

My heart quickened when I thought how my appearance in

the classroom could have taken the edge off Modeling Mary's measured,
made-up masquerade,

With mirror in hand and

lip gloss galore,

Mary

delighted in the interference of the learning process,

Her latest fashion

fads almost brought even Angela's face to eye-level,

If just for once I

had stimulated

excitement

over

my writing

assignments

excitement over the many colors of Mary's hair,

that

equaled

I probably would have

nominated myself for Teacher of the Year Award,
While sitting there in my semi-conscious stupor amid the sound of
chuckles and oohs and ahhs that Geraldo elicited from his admiring
audience,

I visualized my class and tried to match one of my desired

personalities to each student,

After all, the Great Education Specialist

in the sky kept reminding us teachers to "individualize," What better way
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to individualize than to assign a different personality for each student?
My mind's screen shot into fast forward motion,

I could see Poor Paula

accepting George Jefferson's encouraging words of "moving on up" as his
personality shared details of a life as it had been in the slums of
Harlem,

As Patrick Swayze, I could have possibly outlasted Disco Donald

in a dance marathon and proven that I really was in charge,

Humming Helen

might have finally hushed when I let my Barbara Streisand belt out a few
measures,

Of course Miss Body Beautiful would have been uncontrollably

irate when my Madonna figure collected the eyeballs from her usually
admiring fan club, and she might have even opened her book instead of the
next button on her blouse for a change,

Timid Timmy might have done well

if he met my George Bush and discovered that
memorable title of

wimp to a

new one of

I

moved from my most

President,

Gratefully

I

remembered that I'd better not let my Joan Rivers' personality appear too
often, but if I did allow her out, I would be forced to put her on the
opposite side of the room from Silly Sally in order to avoid total chaos,
Briefly I saw cameo appearances of my personalities joining forces
with other students such as:

Roseanne Barr with Rowdy Ruthie,

Johnny

Carson with Fickle Freddy, Donald Trump with Gambling Gary, Two Live Crew
with Cursing Carl, Pope John with Saintly Susan, Henry Kissinger with
Referee Ronnie, and maybe even Geraldo with Know-it-all Nancy,
Geraldo,, ,What was that?

Geraldo,

Did I think or did

I hear

Geraldo? Slowly I seemed to be emerging from a trance when I was suddenly
jolted by the theme music to the Geraldo show.
the credits appearing on

the screen,

Just as I became aware of

I realized that my husband had
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entered the kitchen looking for his usual evening meal.

When I excitedly

tried to explain to him why there was no dinner, but that I had discovered
all of the answers to my daily classroom dilemmas, he seemed untouched by
my enthusiasm,

As I concluded my proposal of actually trying to reach

into my innermost self and bring help to my present state of reality, I
heard him mumble behind his evening newspaper something about the fact
that I had been doing that since he knew me,

It was just that I hadn't

gotten beyond my, "I don't get no respect," Rodney Dangerfield,
Finally I recognized that I had still not realized the dream that
would provide me with a stress-free environment in the classroom,

Never

the less, I was able to preserve my hope in a better future because I
remembered that tomorrow on Oprah the topic was entitled "Ten Easy Steps
to a Career Change,"
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Video Journal
Each year, like many other English teachers throughout the nation,
I encourage and even require my students to keep a personal journal that
records daily happenings, important details of their personal lives, and
even reflections of their individual thoughts and feelings,

Through these

journals, I try to emphasize the relevance that these daily activities and
routines of the present will have on their own posterity,

After not

getting the enthusiastic response from my students that I desired,

I

decided to• try another approach to complement, not replace, the written
journal,
With the assistance of the senior class officers, I produced a video
journal for my students,

To accomplish this, I sent each student to our

library viewing room to have two minutes of camera time,

Only the

librarian who was operating the camera was allowed in the room with the
student,

A few days prior to the filming, I suggested that each student

write a presentation of what he or she would share on camera,

Although I

left the choice of topics up to the students, I provided some suggested
ideas for those who claimed that they could not think of anything,

Those

topics ranged from their favorite things to what each thought he or she
would

be

doing

ten

years

after

graduation,

The

seniors

invited

administrators, senior teachers, and other concerned school personnel for
a brief appearance to be made on the tape,
The physical facility of the school served as a backdrop at the
opening of the tape and several scenes were shot in the halls, lunchroom,
classrooms, and various spots around campus,

Background music from their
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senior song accompanied some of these scenes,

After each person had

appeared, some of the class officers related a brief class history and
described current trends, fashions, politics, entertainment sources, and
prices of some of their most common consumer products.
When the last word was spoken, they put the tape into a manilla
envelope and sealed it while various students of the class witnessed the
act,

Class members had decided to contribute enough money to pay the rent

on a safe deposit box at one of the local banks,

The envelope was placed

into the box, and two keys were kept by the class president and vicepresident,
In the year 2000, when that class of students meets for its ten year
class reunion, they will take the tape before the group, seal unbroken,
and then they will view it for the very first time ever,

By that time, my

seniors will be adults, and they can make their own decisions about what
will be done with their tape,

Writing
exciting, rewarding
expressing, sharing, responding
exploring one's inner self
expression!
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Being Afraid
Being afraid is like the sun,
Just as the center of the
sun is hot and red-So is being afraid,
Just as the sun extends
and radiates its warmth,
its light,
Being afraid parches, pierces,
and frightens like the night,
Laced with pain, fear,
failure, death, and even
the unknown-Being afraid is like the Sun,

i.
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A Teacher's Summer
As I sit and watch the
kids go by.,.
As I stand and often ask
myself why?,, ,
As I lie and sleep my
tiredness away,,,
As I rise and excitedly face
the new day,.,
As l,,,wait a minute!
My summer is almost over!
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Who Are You?
Things are not always as
they seem- People are not
always as they appear. Look
at you- Who are you?
You're
you're
you're
you're

short, yet tall
some, yet all
thick, yet thin
out, yet in.

you're
you're
you're
you're

happy, yet sad
good, yet bad
right, yet wrong
weak, yet strong,

Who are you?
Do you even know? You are
what you eat- What you eat,
you are, You are what
you think- you think,
therefore you are. You
are that you are,
Who are you?

People
Happy, loving
Going, running, singing
Cheerful always every morning
People
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The Winding Road
As I look ahead,
I cannot see
That which lies before me,
I can only trust
with each day that passes
The one who's in charge is everlasting,
The roads we choose
on our life's journey
bring change with every turning,
Are we prepared
to keep the pace
that brings us to each new day?
Or, do we look back
and have regrets,
yearning to change some things we've met?
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The Black Dot
The dark black dot on the brilliant white background seemed to
jump out at me as I gazed at it,

How could something so unanimated

possess the power to seemingly lift off a stationary surface?
did the dot get there?
overwhelming powers?
the speck?

How

What caused this simple speck to have such
Could someone have been painting and dropped

Was it left when a writer

filled the cartridge of his

magical writing pen that was bringing an imaginary thought to life?
Could the hot, sticky goo, used for making a smooth driving surface,
possibly have left this most tidy black mark? Whatever its source,
who would have ever thought this plain black dot would have evoked
so many wondering thoughts as to its origin?
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Days of Our Youth
We all have some fond memories of happenings in our childhood
that we would love to be able to frame in some way,

I suppose, with

the elusive reality of being able to do this, we are grasping for a
way to trap a part of our youth with the hope that just maybe we can
slow down the process of time passing, As I calculate the number of
years that have passed so quickly since that hot August morning, I
shudder to think at what age that puts me now,
I'll never forget the crunching sound of gravel under huge
rubber tires, as the old yellow school bus pulled up in the parking
lot of our local version of a Dairy Queen.

The wait we had been

forced to endure in the 90 degree heat had only enhanced our
anticipation of the long awaited adventure. Months had passed since
my friend Sharon and I had convinced our parents that they must let
us go to 4-H camp that summer.

After all the hugging and kissing

and tears of good-'bye from my mom, we finally boarded the bus and
found a place for our overstuffed suitcases.

Although we were only

going to be gone about four days, we had made sure we would be in
need of nothing during that time.
Well, it seemed we rolled along in that old yellow bus for
hours,

All the while there was never a moment of silence, the heat

soared, and the tightly packed seats, damp with little bodies,
squeaked and swayed with every turn of the road,
When we finally reached our remote destination and disembarked
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into our new surroundings, we were assigned to our counselors, who
led us to the place where we could stash our belongings and meet
fellow campers,

Sharon and r were in awe.

As neither of us had

ever been any farther away from home al one than to each other's
houses, we pondered,

"Were we equipped to handle this?"

There were so many things to do!

After briefing us on rules

and behavior expectations, the counselor allowed us to "feel out"
this new place on our own.

Where should we begin?

Why was it that

every single "do" or "don't" my mother had drilled in me since we
had prepared to leave suddenly became a constant replay:
swimming alone!
just Sharon!
all night!

"Don't" go

"Don't" wander in the woods by yourself or with

"Don't" forget to brush your teeth!

"Don't" stay up

"Do" eat at meal time! "Do" stay with

your group when

you're in group activities!

And, "Do" come home in one piece!

We made Indian head bands and clay ash trays during craft
time,

We

swimming,
think,

played

volleyball,

rode

horses,

went

canoeing

and

The campfire meeting at night was my favorite part, I

Everytime I smell a "woodsy" smoke scent or see the calm

darkness of a summer night filled with the flicker of lightning
bugs, I recall the wonderful innocent time in my life, known as
summer camp,
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What I Believe About the Teaching of Writing
A Position Paper
Growing up in a small rural town in North Alabama and attending the
local school, I suppose the "basics" of education had to be stressed.
Writing

was

Unfortunately,

considered
this

was

an

extra

very

thrown

seldom,

in

as

Therefore,

was

convenient.

educated

in

an

environment where writing was a bit foreign, I developed a writing phobia,
Through college I suppressed the agony of having my written work read by
anyone with a knowledge of the subject.
Even as a teacher, something about writing still intimidated me.

As

I realized the importance of teaching writing and with many trial and
error situations, I managed to introduce my students to the art of putting
one's thoughts into words,

Over the years I began to believe that writing

is the adjoining part of the puzzle, along with reading, which plays the
key role in unlocking knowledge,

One can only write with the ability to

read, and reading and writing together is the pathway to learning,
It is my desire to develop a zeal for writing which I can bring to
the classroom with me,

Writing, as I believe now, is one of the most

important processes in learning, Writing can be a productive tool used in
the teaching of, not only English and Language Arts, but many other
subject areas as well,
Writing is a medium by which learning can take place in all academic
areas.

It is a process by which one can learn to analyze and sort through

information or thoughts.

When developing the skill to organize events,

places or time, clearer meaning seems to take place.

In the understanding

of this process a series of steps is necessary to uncover the true point
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to be made,

The development of these steps is crucial in creating a

foundation to think and analyze information clearly.

One cannot be

expected to formulate thoughts when the opportunity to create logical
thoughts has not been introduced.

Given the opportunity, writing can be

the process by which one can develop the ahi li ty to think logically and
cognitively through awareness and judgment.
With the knowledge that we all have thoughts, our first step should
be to convey this to our students.
about their thoughts.

Then, we should have them make notes

Once they see their thoughts in words, they can

begin to see how thoughts are joined to create a story or poem,

Their

understanding, in that they need not worry about mechanics at first, helps
them become more open to putting their thoughts into words,
As the steps unfold so does their ability to think and process
thoughts in any area,
their own,

They begin to discover that they do have minds of

In discovering this they may realize there is no limit to

their ability,

Writing
Wl thou t error
never stopping to think twice
Such an explorational task
Writ Ing
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P,C.
Yesterday,
Handsome and debonair
Well versed in the classics
Surrounded by family and friends
Known from coast to coast
Artist of the Humanities
Today,
Frail and Frantic
Memory lapsing into the past
Surrounded by doctors and nurses
Known from coast to coast
Prisoner of the institution
Tomorrow,

Cold and Pale
Visited by a faithful few
surrounded by tombs and inscriptions
Once known from coast to coast
Phantom of a legend
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A FOREIGNER AMONG FOREIGNERS
The house was finally quiet, with the children tucked in bed, when
the phone rang,

When I answered, it was my friend Karen,

As usual she

started her conversations in the same cheerful way:
"Are you busy?"

she expressed joyfully,

My usual reply was, "No, what are you doing?"
Then we continued with much small talk and eventually got around to
talking about our jobs,
All at once Karen asked, "Would you be interested in teaching for
the ALI [Alabama Language Institute) program this summer?"
I was overwhelmed by the question,

She explained that more students

had registered for the summer program than expected and another teacher
would be needed to accommodate the extra classes,
I only had one night to make my decision,

The clincher was that

Karen made her conventional

closing remarks,
"Talk to you later--call me soon,"
Suddenly there was a dull silence,

For the next few moments I could

o~ly think of the abruptness of Karen's remarks and the brief notification
of such an outstanding opportunity,
salesman's pitch--buy now or never,

The offer rang in my ears like a
What was I going to do?

Karen is a part time instructor at GSCC (Gadsden State Community
College) with the ALI program for foreign students,

For the past four

years that she has worked with this program, she has expressed her love
for the students and how much teaching them has meant to her,

On some of

our shopping excursions, she has been known to recognize her students and
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stop to talk with them,

Karen knew that one of my primary goals in life

was to teach adult students,
There were only three days before the ALI classes were to begin,

No

schedules had beµn m11de, no class rolls had been established, and no word
had been given by the administration that a class would be available,
Yet, I was being asked to make a decision within twenty-four hours,
heart skipped with excitement,

I wanted to be a part of ALI,

My

Getting a

good night's sleep was virtually impossible,
I woke Karen up at 7: 00 the next morning--actually wanting to be
reassured that what I had heard the night before about a job was true,
She assured me that all I needed to do was to come to school by 10:00 a,m,
This would be after the students' English comprehensive exam and I would
have the opportunity to see the students and meet the

other ALI

instructors,
Karen
instructors.

had

familiarized me

with the

names of

the other

ALI

I met with them in the testing room after all of the

students had left,

They introduced themselves as Bagby, Odom, and Beryl,

I was quickly informed that everyone was called by his last name around
there,

The teachers received me the very first day as if I were already

a part of the faculty,

It became quite obvious that Karen had also made

positive remarks about me,
Mr, Bagby reviewed some of the rules of the program and procedures
for the class,

He emphasized on

numerous occasions that the

instructor must be patient with the students,

ALI

I was told to state

information exactly like I wished for it to be repeated because the
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students would memorize exactly what they heard,
Shortly after this session Mrs, Odom drove me to Bevill Hall to met
Dr, Hill, Head of the English Department,

Dr, Hill and I went through

brief introductions and our conversation was just as informal, He told me
that he trusted the recommendations of the other ALI instructors and I
only needed to make sure I had the necessary credentials on file in the
personnel office.

Since I had the qualifications required for the job, it

was a matter of waiting to see if there would be a class to teach,
The next day my expectations became a reality,
advanced reading class of international students,

I was assigned the

This was perfect!

I

was elated that I was officially a part of the faculty,
I had taught reading for fifteen years in the elementary and middle
schools, but this was going to be quite different,
just arrived in America three days ago,

These students had

They would have to take five

different classes relating to the English language within one semester,
Mrs, Beryl, the co-ordinator of the GSCC ALI program, was considerate
enough to assign me to the advanced reading students because they could
speak English well enough to be understood, but their interpretation of
spoken and written words was a major barrier,
My

job for the next nine weeks was to teach the students to

recognize and pronounce over 2,400 words from The New Oxford Picture
Dictionary,

It would provide the students with a glance at American

lifestyles, as well as a compendium of useful vocabulary,

The vocabulary

would span topics from the basic needs of man ( food,

clothing,

shelter) to terminology used for transportation,

education,

and

science,
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occupations and recreation,

They would also be taught basic reading

skills and reading comprehension techniques,

I accepted the challenge

with enthusiasm,
I voluntarily assisted the students with obtaining library I .D,
cards,

I felt that this would give me a chance to get closer to the

students and diminish my fears,

This was my first test of endurance,

Fifty percent of the students that signed their I,D, cards were unfamiliar
with the American term "signature" and this had to be explained in several
ways,

Some students displayed rigid expressions as they were photographed

against the red backdrop attached to the wall,

I remembered being told by

Karen that they usually imitated the personality of the instructor,
I smiled, this

seemed to ease much of the

When

tension that they were

experiencing,
At 8:15 the next morning, my class met in the basement of Naylor
Hall where all ALI classes were held,

As I walked into the classroom for

the first time, the students sat quietly,
-all eyes watching me intensely,

It was a very powerful silence-

Their faces showed eagerness and

sincerity as they waited to hear what my first words would be,

I placed

my class roll book on the lectern and began to pronounce the names that I
had

written

phonetically

according

to

the

English

spelling,

My

nervousness showed as I stumbled through some of the harder pronunciations
of Japanese names,

My mouth felt unusually dry and my heart pounded,

I

decided that I must write their names on the chalkboard so that they could
at least see their names in print,

At this moment, I heard little

chuckles around the room--though they were meant not in a disrespectful
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I felt like a foreigner in my own country,

way.

broken,

The spell was now

There was a friendliness in the air,

My first assignment was for each student to write a one-page paper
about themselves.

From these papers I discovered that there were twenty-

five students--men and women--from China, Japan, Columbia, Saudi Arabia
and Turkey,

Their ages ranged from 18-57.

Knowledge of the English

language varied according to the amount of exposure they had acquired of
the American culture,
This class was quite an array of talented people,

There were

engineers and teachers and representatives of various other occupations of
science and technology,

Some of the younger students had not completely

made up their minds as to what they wanted their major concentration of
study to be,
When the sixty-five minute class period ended the students again sat
quietly, waiting for me to give them further instructions to be dismissed,
Small groups of students congregated in the hall after class and chatted
in their native languages.

The students definitely were at an advantage

because, at this point, I understood nothing,
As I walked through a crowd of students, I heard a very soft voice
say "Mrs, Thornton."
good-bye,

I looked around and saw one of my students waving

I was a teacher of adults for the first time and it felt

good, My confidence was boosted and I was willing to undertake the new
challenges that were awaiting me,

Writing
readable, exp] icit
creating, recreating, discovering
birthed, possessed, expressed, nurtured
Mine
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RUMINATING RUMINATIONS
Cows with huge tongues
On a salt lick
Looked fearsome with big brown eyes,
Large mouths and big teeth,
Do they want more to eat?
Could that be me?
Cows with big brown eyes,
Large mouths and big teeth
have frightened me in my youth
And beyond to adulthood,
Cows with their strange habits,
Big brown eyes,
Large mouths and big teeth
have overwhelmed me in my youth
And beyond to adulthood,
Cows chewing their cud,
Five stomachs
Or was that twenty?
With big brown eyes,
Large mouths and big teeth
Want more to chew.
Could that be me?
Cows with their big full udders,
Big brown eyes,
large mouths and big teeth
Were impossible to milk
when I had to get close to them,
Cows with rampant curiosity
Close in on me
Stranded in a field,
As the bushes I take to
In fear of their
Big brown eyes,
Large mouths and big teeth,
What do they want?
Could that be me?
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Cows in a field
With big brown eyes,
Large mouth and big teeth
Discussing what mischief
They'll do to the next human.
Could that be me?
Then one day I was ruminating
With my class, when my ruminations
Led to a gentler understanding
Of the cow with its strange habits,
Big brown eyes,
Large mouth and big teeth
That had overwhelmed me in my youth
And beyond to adulthood,
The cow wanted to be my friend,
I had missed a chance to become
Acquainted with big brown eyes,
Large mouth and big teeth.
No longer overwhelmed in truth
And from this point beyond,
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THE YEAR THE CHRISTMAS TREE !'ELL

The morning of December 19, 1989, was gray dark, that time between
night and day only winter time, near the shortest day of the year, can
have,

My mind was awake, but I had not yet the courage to open my eyes,

While lying in bed, I was methodically listing the musts I should get done
that day,

I had done hardly any Christmas shopping,

The Christmas tree

wasn't even up and not one decoration was around this Christmas house,
"Christmas House" had been the name my youngest son Bryan had called
our home when we first moved in,

We have a beautiful view of the

Tennessee River from a perch some 100 feet above on a bluff,

Bryan said

he couldn't wait to see a Christmas tree in front of that huge picture
window, candles sitting around, and the stockings hung by the fireplace at
one end of the living room,

It was Bryan who always saw to every minute

detail of the decorations,

He made sure that the lights were strung

perfectly on the tree, the fragile crocheted angel was balanced at the
top, and any of the other special decorations for the house were in place,
We all loved Christmas, enjoying the strong family traditions that we
celebrated each year, but Bryan wanted everything perfect,
1'hen why was it seven days before Christmas and the decorations
weren't in place?

In July, Bryan had joined the Army and was about to

spend his first Christmas away from home,
no enthusiasm for decorating,

Without Bryan, there was just

Bryan, my nineteen year old, the baby,

immature, smart, creative, well-mannered, mischievous, too handsome son
was in Fort Ord, California,

His three older brothers said it wasn't
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Christmas without Bryan,
Suddenly I was brought out of my reverie by the telephone ringing,
As I leaped out of bed and raced through the house to get to the phone, I
tried to think who might be calling at 6: 00 in the morning,

Missy,

Bryan I s kitten I tried to grab my feet as I charged down the hall, through
the kitchen to the breakfast area to answer the call.

"Not now I Missy,"

I screamed, tripping and balancing around her outstretched paws.

Out of

breath I gasped, "Hello!" and heard a vaguely familiar voice saying, "Is
Bryan all right?"

I stuttered in confusion, my brother-in-law adding that

there were some units from Ft. Ord involved in the initial invasion.
"Invasion of what?" I asked,
"Panama," he exclaimed in bewilderment, then added, "Were you still
asleep?"
"Yes, 11 I yawned, "Panama what?"
"The Panama Canal Zone, Panama City, Panama.
care of Noriega.

The U,S.

invaded during the night.

complete surprise and Noriega has escaped.
over the news.

They decided to take
It was not a

Go turn on your TV.

It is all

Have you heard from Bryan?"

At this moment a million thoughts started ricocheting through my
head,

i

)!

I moved with the portable phone to the television, turning to CNN,

I started trying to remember everything Bryan had said to me in the last
five weeks, the time since he had been out of Basic Training and at Ft,
Ord.

"Bob, I just talked to Bryan last night late, he couldn't possibly

have been involved in an invasion."
"Great, what did he say?"
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"He told me how he had all his Christmas shopping taken care of and
mailed,

He had written all his thank you notes and was completely caught

up with everything,

He had everything taken care of,

" As I finished

reciting this most recent conversation, I froze as my stomach drew into a
strange knot.

"Bob, do you think he was trying to tell me something?"

We must have
conversation,

talked more,

but

I do not

remember any of

the

I found myself glued to the television watching, listening,

and perceiving with a clarity I did not know I possessed,

Finally, a man

told exactly which units had been used in the initial invasion,
was not one of them,

Bryan's

Relieved, I ran back to the bedroom to tell the news

to my husband, Charles, and also the good nc,ws that Bryan's unit was not
involved,
Moving through the regular morning routine of making breakfast, I
was continually drawn to the television, In a press conference

General

Colin Powell was asked if any more troops would be sent into Panama, He
replied, "I have a crack light infantry unit at Ft, Ord that will be
coming in to assist in finding Noriega and securing Panama City against
the PDF's who are wreaking havoc in the area,"
Defense Forces who were still loyal to Noriega,)
ready, light infantry unit at Ft, Ord,

(P,D,F, stands for Panama
The Manchus are a combat

I knew this was Bryan's group,

The next hours were spent in front of the television,

I wanted

someone to say Operation Just Cause was over and the soldiers would return
to their homes for Christmas,
Panama,

At midnight Bryan called,

He was not in

He couldn't go because he hadn't had the right shots, filled out

the right papers, all the things that had to be done before one could go
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into combat,

Being thankful for paperwork, I went to sleep.

The next day the fighting picked up,
combat with PDF' s,

We saw American soldiers in

Noriega couldn't be found,

December 20, Bryan called again,

At midnight Wednesday,

He now had all the things he needed to
His bags were

The Army could work fast after all!

go into combat,

packed, and they were staring at the tarmac, waiting,

I felt my heart

wrench in my body and thought that at any moment I would have to pick it
up off the floor,
By midnight Thursday we were holding the phone waiting for it to
ring,

Bryan stated matter-of-factly that it looked as if they would be

leaving soon, not to worry, he loved us and must go,
Friday was one of those days that was so busy it was hard to worry
about "Number Four Son,"

We were having a large wedding at the church

that night which I would have to direct,

I remember being frantic because

I had to stay at the church until the caterers left - 11:45 P,M,

As I

raced home to await word from Bryan, my husband stated that it wouldn't
ring tonight,

I sat cross-legged on the bed making no sounds, numb,

staring blankly at the walls,

No words were spoken,

Saturday, the numbness continued,
Noriega,

The news said more fighting, no

We saw 7th Infantry men, the "Rag Tops"

bushy camouflage atop their Kevlars,

on television, They had

We didn't see Bryan,

Grammie and Granddaddy arrived and we got them settled for their
holiday stay.

The temperature dropped below zero,

I didn't feel it!

Charles and I would find ourselves embracing and wondering why we were
clinging to each other at such odd times,

You see, there had been
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problems with Bryan.
Bryan had not been like the other boys,

Trouble seemed to be his

favorite activity, He certainly had his share of problems.
we did was wonder what would happen to Bryan next.
decided to join the Army, we were t.hrilled.

It seemed all

By the time he had

Our thoughts had been that at

least there wasn't a war or anything going on.

We frankly felt that at

least we wouldn't have to worry about him for three years.

He would

mature, become a man, learn responsibility,
Bryan surprised us.

In a few short weeks he became an expert

marksman, bayonetter, machine gunner, grenade thrower.

He had already

received a promotion.
Could I have possibly felt he was too much to handle and that the
Army could solve all my problems? Had he truly made this decision on his
own? If anything happened to him could I ever forgive myself? A detached
shadow began to follow me.

I did not know this shadow's name.

The only

indication of my knowledge of this shadow was a weariness that trailed me,
always lurking just over my shoulder.

To the outside world I appeared in

control, showing sincere concern for the other parents who were going
through this trying time,
supposed to,

"handling" the situation as my faith was

There were times when my composure broke down.

I remember

one night at 3: 00 in the morning throwing myself out of the bed onto my
knees begging and pleading with God.
Sunday, Christmas Eve, was the hardest public day.

At church the

news spread quickly throughout our congregation of caring, loving people.
There was unbelief that a young man having been in the Army such a short
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time (five months, five days to he exact) would be in combat.
and concern comforted,

Their love

Charles, the minister, had the hardest job,

made it through the sermon, but his prayers led him to Panama,
it almost impossible to continue,

He

He found

I will never forget the incredible

silence as his strong voice broke with emotion as he asked God to be with
all the soldiers and the families of soldiers in Panama,
unbearable, finally, he was able to say, "Our,, 11

The silence was

and the congregation

chimed in with strong voices " .. Father, who art in heaven .. , 11 The rest of
the service was emotion-packed but we felt loved and knew we had many
prayer partners,

During these moments I loved my husband more than ever,

for I knew how much he loved me and his stepson Bryan,
too,

I hope Bryan knew,

Somehow all this had to be important,
Historically, Sunday, December 24, 1989 was very significant,

is the day that General Manuel Noriega turned himself over to
officials at the Papal Nuncio and asked for asylum,

This
the

This finally led to

his being handed over to the United States and transported to Miami to
stand trial,

We got numerous phone calls saying it was answered prayer

that the fighting would be over and hopefully the soldiers could come
home,

But Bryan wasn't home and it was Christmas Eve,
Christmas Day dawned cold with snow on the ground, The video camera

played all during our Christmas Day meal and the opening of the presents,
We were so silly in front of that camera, pretending it was Bryan, trying
to do everything the same way, saying the same things, carry out the usual
traditions,

Without any warning while we were opening the gifts, the

Christmas tree toppled over,

Stunned, the family stared at the fallen
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tree then spoke in unison, "That wouldn't have happened if Bryan had put
up the tree,"

I knew then how much Bryan's absence was felt by all,

When we finally heard from Bryan, he confessed that he felt our love
and prayers across the miles,
him,

He could tell he had a strong family behind

He missed his brothers, his kitten, and his Mom and Dad,
The next weeks were a blur of news casts, newspaper accounts, house

cleaning, going back to school and concern for getting Bryan home,
Finally, we got the call stating that he was at Ft, Ord,

As soon as he

could get a psychological examination, he could come home for ten days
leave,

The family was·ecstatic and so was Bryan,
The relief I felt was wonderful,

waiting to be recognized,

My detached shadow just sat there

When Bryan got off the plane and walked toward

me at the airport, my-19-year old child had a look in his eyes and step in
his walk that told me he was not the same young man he had been prior to
December 19 1 1989,
previous paths again,

He had passed a threshold never to tread in his
As he recounted the truth of his experiences, my

detached shadow attached itself to me, and I was overcome with a deepening
sorrow, a sorrow whose name I did not know and could only endure,

The

slightest mention of Bryan sent me into the hysterics of an emotional tail
spin,

Where was my faith?

Bryan was home safely,

What was my problem?

I finally met my shadow after I tried to write the story of Bryan's
experience from my point of view,

A friend, after reading my account of

these experiences, said to me, "You are not facing something in this
paper, There is an issue you are avoiding,
this story until you face this problem,"

You will not be able to write
In shock that someone else had
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seen my shadow, I began to break down my defense mechanisms until I could
finally name my shadow "guilt."
have ever experienced.

It was one of the most freeing moments I

I still feel some guilt and probably always will,

Recognizing and naming my feelings of guilt, I am beginning, barely, to be
able to cope.

Thoughts
Personal Shared
Painstaking Emerging Flowing
Giving part of myself
Writing
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Sarah's Best
I have never had a secret desire
to be a janitor,
Creative is not the way I feel when
completing my Attendance Register,
I don't particularly like tying forty pairs
of shoes twenty times a day,
You'd think Weekly Reader could be more
exciting than Zip, Nip and B,J,
I've never remotely wanted the chance
to be a referee.
And why do I have to look underneath the
bandages of all those scraped knees?
In college I was told I'd be shaping
children's lives,
What they conveniently forgot to mention was
these children would be uncivilized,
I've fished crayons out of fish tanks
and scrubbed handprints off of doors
And answered my favorite question: "Do
you think he could be bored?"
I teach because I love children,
It doesn't matter about the rest,
I teach because Sarah told me,
"I love you Mrs, Wade, You're my best,"
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Who Owns This Piece?

Where've you been?
Writing Project,
Learning about ownership,
You bet!
Own this piece?
Guess not,
Choose the topic?
Not really,
Ironic isn't it?
Seems to be,
Have to pick the topic to own the piece?
Thought SO,
Will your students choose all their topics?
Probably not,
How come?
I might want to direct their thoughts,
Interesting idea, huh?
Sure is,
Who owns this piece?
It's definitely mine,
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Free Spirit Having Flown
Relationships change,

I am a mature person,

I realize this,

What I did not realize, however, was that having children would
practically quarantine me from my friends who have chosen to remain
childless,

When I do communicate with them I never cease to be

amazed by the shift in emphasis my life has taken,

I am no longer

a free-spirit,
I cannot talk intelligently or intelligibly any more,

As far

as current events go, I know who has visited "The Neighborhood" and
which diapers are supposedly bi odegradahle,
my

friends

are

interested

in

these

excitement and mine no longer mesh,

Somehow, I don't think

things,

Their

ideas

of

After listening to a friend's

glorious account of recent trips to the Caribbean and romantic
dinner-theater dates, I hated to admit that the most excitement in
my house that week came when my four-year-old made a biological
discovery and announced, "Oops! Mommy! My fanny burped!"
I cannot even talk grocery store prices with these people,
They don't buy groceries,

They eat out,

These friends of mine who

do not have children cannot understand why McDonald's has become my
favorite restaurant,
fast-food,

Children give a whole new meaning to the term

A child can only do so many creative things with

crackers while waiting for his dinner, before the crumbs go flying
down the back of the nice lady at the next table,
I have found that my friends and I cannot shop together
anymore,

We can shop simultaneously; but, somehow it is not the
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same.

They buy Cosmopolitan; I buy Alexander and The Terrible

Horrible

No-Good

humidifiers.

Very

Bad

Day.

They

They buy perfume;

buy

hot-tubs;

I buy amoxycillin.

I

buy

They buy

clothes; I buy enough Fisher-Price, Playskool, and Little Tikes toys
to own stock in the company,

They buy two-door sports cars to match

the color of their eyes; I buy four-door family cars to, hopefully,
'
match the color of anything spilled in them,
The most ludicrous suggestion one of these childless friends
made to me was for my two boys, then ages three and 9 months, and
me, to pack up and go to the beach for a weekend,
days!

I could not believe her!

She meant two

She knows I am a teacher.

She

knows I cannot afford to rent a U-Haul for a two-day excursion.
What did she expect me to do?
unpacking?

Spend my whole week-end packing and

No, thank-you,

In spite of all these differences, I am determined to maintain
these friendships.

After all, one day my boys will be gone and I'll

be able to talk intelligently again.
keep these existing friends?

Who will I talk to if I do not

Besides, I've come up with a way to

develop some common ground with these people.
sit for the weekend while I go to the beach!
have to talk about when I get back! !

I get them to baby
It is amazing what we
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Don't Rap Them On The Knuckles
A Position Paper
My father surprised me with a piano for my fifth birthday,

No one

ever asked me if I wanted to play; it was just something I knew I'd do,
I was naturally curious about the piano and picked out several tunes by
ear before I ever had my first lesson,
felt quite accomplished,
anything about

the piano,

By the time I met Miss Connell, I

At my first lesson she asked me if I knew
Of

course,

I

pretending that I had performed for years,

sat right down and played,
I fell in love with her

enthusiasm for my efforts and we quickly developed a mutual admiration,
Miss Connell would play songs for me and let me choose the pieces I wanted
to learn,
practice,

I was eager to impress her and never had to be reminded to
For a year, Miss Connell and I had fun, and I was talented,

During my second year of piano lessons, I learned I couldn't play,
My father got transferred to another naval base and I got transferred to
Mrs, Nason,

Mrs, Nason liked scales,

liked theory,

She liked finger position and she

I labeled whole notes, quarter notes and eighth notes until

I thought I would die of boredom,

She picked out the pieces I would

attempt and she would press my fingers between the keys if I missed a
note,

One key up, one key down,

A finger pinched between,

I was afraid

to make a mistake and concentrated hard on getting all the notes right,
My playing became mechanical, and I could no longer hear the song--but I
knew all the notes!

Mrs,

Nason was appalled at my hand position and

communicated this in no uncertain terms,
would command,

"Knuckles up, Wrists down," she

To remind me, she would rap my knuckles harshly with a
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green, six-inch ruler used for keeping time,
piano lessons

and never

practiced,

pinching and knuckle rapping,
was happening,

Needless to say, I dreaded

thereby perpetuating

the

finger

I was too ashamed to tell my parents what

Somehow, Mrs, Nason made me feel as though I deserved her

treatment,
I reflect on these two very different teaching styles as I put my
beliefs about the teaching of writing and reading into words,
don't ask to come to school.
home.

Given a choice, many would prefer to stay

I can't say that I blame them!

Mrs, Nasons,

Children

I cringe for the students who get

These naturally curious people come to school, and what they

learn is how to wait,

This waiting is not necessary!

know that everyone is talented when

they arrive,

The Miss Connells
By providing

an

environment rich in print and time each day for writing and sharing,
literacy development can continue uninterrupted from home to school.
Children learn language by using language and learn to write and read by
writing and reading; just as Miss Connell taught me to play the piano by
letting me play,

I am pleased to say that some guidance is necessary in

this writing process or I would be out of a job,

One of my roles is to

accept children's efforts with enthusiasm and help them expand their ideas
without interjecting my voice into their writing as it is important that
the students maintain ownership,

Mrs, Nasons insist on owning everything,

I will emphasize content and develop learning from whole to part within
the context of the students' work,

Providing a model for my students'

writing will perhaps be my most important role,

If my students observe me

communicating in meaningful ways through print, they will be more apt to
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participate in the writing process,
I want my students to feel talented,
pieces,

I want them to choose their

I don't want them to get bogged clown in mechanics,

I don't want to rap them on the knnckles,

Most of all,

If I hadn't had to concentrate

on scales, I might have been a concert pianist; but, I might not have been
as good a teacher,

Writing
Feelings written
Thinking, Sharing, Giving
Looking, Probing, Searching, Learning
Poetry
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cl •

sun' d;ir

"I'm leaving--! cannot stay!
I don't love you anymore!
I want to be free!"
Like rolls of thunder
The hurting words came
Tearing my heart asunder.
"Why these words?
Why now?"
No answers came.

The leaving hurts.
The living hurts more.
The pieces of my life fly asunder,
No more we!
Will there be an
I?
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FOR JENNIFER
REFLECTIONS OF YOUR LIFE
Cap of raven hair
Eyes so brown and clear
Your soul shining through
Sweet baby smell
A life so new,
Tangled pony tail
Bouncing toward each new day
Eyes full of wonder at all you see
Singing joyous greeting to the dawn
Seeing skies always blue,
Raven curls in the latest style
Beauty true bringing smiles
Eyes seeking to understand
The misty world ahead
Life's choices confusing you,
Cap of raven hair
Draped in yards of tulle
Eyes showing sureness and love
Gliding walk so confident
Beginning your own new world,
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The Silent Shout
To Birmingham we came, my husband with eager anticipation for
his new position as minister of music at a local church, and I with
the hope I would become what I really wanted to be, a mother,

For

many frustrating years we had tried, unsuccessfully, to start a
family,

We had consulted many doctors and reached the decision to

adopt, Little did I know that frustration had just begun,

Finally,

after endless forms that asked millions of questions, and close
observations from every angle, we were approved and our name was
placed on The List,

Then began the wait for a child that would be

ours.

On a beautiful November afternoon, shortly after five, I left
my part-time job and headed toward our church,
and I assisted with a children's choir,
had forgotten a book I needed,

My husband directed

Suddenly, I remembered I

Could I do without it?

No, I'd

better go home and pick it up,
Riding beside me was a soft, blue clown doll I'd bought just
today, He would sit in the nursery baby bed,
so empty,

Then it wouldn't seem

I pulled into the driveway and ran into the house,

I

took the little clown with me although I was going to be late,
Thankfully, the book was where I remembered leaving it,

I

walked into the nursery and placed the doll in a corner of the bed,
then started toward the front door,
rang,
anyway,

Just as I reached it, the phone

Should I answer or let it ring?
Indecision!

I really should not be here

I picked up the phone,
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"Mrs, Walker, we have a baby boy for you,

You wi 11 need to

come tomorrow afternoon to hear background information,

Then you

both can discuss it and decide if this is tbe child for you,"
I know without background

"Of course, we want this child,
information,"

Remember, sometimes it

"The conference is a requirement.
doesn't work out,
is final.

We insist that you tell no one until the decision

We will see you both tomorrow,"

I agreed and set a time,
cabinet,

My whole body shook,

the trembling,

I leaned against the kitchen

Perhaps a glass of water would stop

My thoughts whirled,

It took awhile before I

thought I could drive; my husband needed to be told,
explode i f I couldn't soon,

I thought I'd

I located my keys and went to the front

door again,
I drove to the church in a blur,

I don't remember stopping at

traffic lights or anything else about the drive,

I parked in the

church parking lot, so I guess instinct had gotten me there,
The walk down the hall to the music room seemed much too long
although I walked quickly,
late,

Music drifted toward me,

I was very

When I entered, Jim frowned at my lateness, and kept on with

his work,

Couldn't he see that I looked different?

was glowing.

I felt like I

I wanted him to stop and talk to me,

As I sat there

waiting for the hour to end, my throat tightened,

My body pulsed

with the need to tell him,

I wanted to shout,

this exciting news in became a physical ache,

The effort to hold
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At last we were alone, and I could say, "We have a son!"
voice sounded strange,

hoarse and shaky,

simply smiled at each other,

My

We emhraced and then

We needed no words as our eyes met,

We had a son!
After a long night with little sleep, the day dawned,
could
see me,

only speak with a whisper,

The doctor we called agreed to

His diagnosis was emotional laryngitis,

had absolutely no voice,
baby, our son,

Now I

For two weeks I

I never got to tell anyone that we had a
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SENSORY WRITING

When children are first learning to write they face two major
frustrations: not knowing what to write about and lack of knowledge about
the topic.

Children feel most comfortable writing about what they know.

They will still need some motivation to actually produce a piece of
writing.

My desire as an elementary teacher is to

lessen

these

frustrations.
Something to write about is a stumbling block for many

students.

Since they find it easier to write about what they know, I help them
discover what they know.

I like to start with lists.

individually, as a group, or as a class.
things:

The lists are made

We make lists of many different

items in our classroom, the county fair, a football game, foods

.we like, foods we dislike, pets and transportation. We also include lists
of words that describe feelings and emotions such as, happy, sad or
excited.

Since these lists are printed and posted around our classroom,

the students can refer to these easily as they write.
Another idea I use that helps them focus, train their ability to
observe, and pay attention to details is sensory stimulation.

An

experience that is shared by all the class helps to remove the fear of not
having knowledge of the topic.
"Sounds Outside Our Windows."

A simple but successful activity is

We take a writing pad and pencil outside

and sit on the grass under our windows.

After five minutes of sitting in

silence, we list every sound we have heard.

We then return to the
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classroom to share our experiences and compile a list of sounds.

Writing

can then be done using words from this list.
Classroom pets are a good source of visual, auditory and tactile
stimuli.

Tasting and smelling different foods in science class can make

use of two more senses.

The opportunity for using sensory stimulation can

be found easily.
Some of my best writing times have come from unplanned happenings.
The day our black mollies gave birth and then devoured their young
produces some strikingly descriptive recountings. When Wesley brought his
pet iguana, Igor, it was a vivid example of factual and creative writing.
Motivation in the form of praise and approval should come with each
step practiced and learned.

As they learn how to draft, compose, edit and

publish, they begin to feel safety in their writing.

Mistakes are

expected and viewed as evidences of effort and learning.

Mechanics are

taught as needed.
I would suggest that the teacher who keeps her own senses alert will
find many opportunities to stimulate her students to write.

Wr It i ng
Forming, scribing
Describing, composing, communicating
Exhausting, exhilarating, excruciating, expecting
Writing
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Dark Warm Corner?
In the dark warm corners of the night,
Away from day and its blinding light
A thousand senses are waiting,
A child cries as these stir the air,
For in the night we are as we were We have no props to hold us up,
No touchable, physical reality
We are as we were and we will be,
We touch with our minds and see with our souls
And in this state we begin to know,
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Time's Arrow

Up one stair and down the other
In one door and out another
Neither beckoning nor being heard
Time slips by without a word,
Or is it we who pass time by
Always seeking, asking why?
Are we prisoners in the cusp of time
Ignorance our only crime?
Are we but pieces in a jigsaw box
Shaken by a giant's hand,
Waiting only to catch a glimpse
Of the way in which we land?
Caught in the merging of before and after,
Finite lives obey a temporal master,
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Evidence of Things Not Seen
The darkened hospital corridor seemed surreal in the steel blue
sterile environment.
mortality,

Air tingled with the sharp pins of antiseptic and

She moved wooden! y along the wall toward the hospital chapel.

God had always been very real to her--religion had not.
The television preacher had said, "When faith wavers, the devil
comes in the back door and strikes down those who stand unadorned in the
cloak of God,
miracle,"

To be healed, only believe in the word of God,

Pray for a

Phones rang in the background and tears of joy ran down the

preacher's face.
She knew she should stay at her mother's side; there were so many
monitors and tubes to watch,

When the nurses paused for their hurried

patient checks, they were so impersonal, almost openly avoiding any eye
contact.

Yet even these short minutes when her mother was in someone

else's care, she could relax her vigil for a moment.

Watching the pale

features of her mother she came to the realization that life was not going
to be as it had been ever again - unless there was a miracle,
Maybe this was why the words on the television came back to her so
strongly,

Maybe this was why she walked to the chapel.

The door had a wooden cross and a plastic stained-glass window.

A

rush of warmer air filled the chilled corridor as the door reluctantly
yielded to her.

No one was in the chapel,

at the threshold,

She looked at her watch,

Suddenly uncertain, she paused
Was it only the night before

that she had sat and talked with her mother?
through her mind.

She ran the conversation

What were the last words said?

Were they all right?
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"Can I help you honey?" The nurse stood at her side,
door is supposed to be locked."

"The chapel

The nurse fumbled for her key,

"We only

open it at special requests of families this time of night,"
"No," she said slowly letting her hand slide off the door,
sorry.

I didn't know."

"I'm
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Teaching Writing:

A Real Teacher's Point of View
A Position Paper

The aim of teaching is

to bring about change,

The personal

philosophy of teaching of a particular teacher is the way that change is
brought about,

Several approaches to writing are available.

Each teacher

must investigate the possibilities so that he may become aware of their
program design or designs that would best match his teaching style,

My

personal style is a blend of all the teachers I've had, the good and the
bad, since all have touched my life and I've learned from all, good or
bad,

Books, lectures, and even theories that go in and out of favor like

the flavor of the month in an ice cream store help form my philosophy,

My

teaching style is gained from experience, my own and that of other
teachers that I admire and emulate,

My philosophy is not so much a

particular method or style, but rather a blend of all I know to better
reach the child that I have in front of me,
The writing teacher must encourage the same tenets that all good
teaching needs to follow,

The student must have a teacher who will teach

him to expect, accept, and embrace the wonders of an ever-changing world,
It is vital that teachers teach how to observe, ask questions and find
answers,

The student should be shown the adventure of learning, the

wonder of knowing, and the necessity of questioning,
Writing across the curriculum gives the student the chance to
incorporate thinking and writing,

The student should see that writing is

not an isolated occurrence but necessary to all disciplines,

Creative

writing opens up new expressions of self and contributes to awareness and
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1:

I
I
I

apprec iation for the i dea s o f o tlH' tR .

Teache r9 who mod e l wr iting will,

their students open new chann e l s of communi cati on and r espect.
have the quality of e xcitement needed t o ins pire .
wi zards.

Educators

We ar e modern day

Our j ob is not to wave a magi c wand ove r our students so t ha t

they follow direc tions and produce imitat i ons of produc t i on line wr i t ing.

I

Students must have the chance to learn the for mul as themse l ves so tha t
they are empowered t o take r esponsibi li ty for the ir own express i ons o f
self .

How do we accomplish this seemingly insurmountabl e task?

no one "best way ."

We have the responsibility to s earch out wri ting

methods and be aware of new ideas.

I

The r e is

An effective teacher knows what he i s

doing, believes in what he is doing, and achi eves results.
Teachers have been described as missionaries, s cholars , and trouble-

l

makers.

Whatever the social climate, teachers have done t heir job,

job is not an easy one or one than can readily be measured.
utilizes his own philosophy to do h is job.

The

Each teacher

My philosophy i s always being

amended, made stronger by being flexible, blended with new ideas and
experience to make me a better teacher.

11

1J

I

I

thoughts
£.agile, fleeting
teasing, taunting, testing . .
t.anslations into w.itten wo.ds
so ha.d
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Lines Unwritten
Sometimes
I think of Harper Lee
and how her cousin
{or some other kin)
said once
there was only one book in her,
And yet,
her solitary mockingbird
mocks me
when
sometimes
I wonder if
there's only one poem in me
and if unknowingly
I've composed it
or missed it entirely
by living my days away
without writing them.
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Name Games
Just as a shared language serves as both bond within and barrier
between national, regional, racial, religious, or social groups, so does
our choice of scholarly discourse distinguish us as part of academic
communities,

In Language in Thought and Action, S, I. Hayakawa notes that,

while communication of ideas is the ostensible function of scholarly
language, the "social function" of academic discourse is significant, too,
in identifying speakers as members of a scholarly community and for
"conferring prestige upon its users" (180),

Not only is the use of the

current language of an academic field evidence of belonging, but fluent
use of the buzz words of the day is generally interpreted as proof of
being knowledgeable and progressive,

But, as Hayakawa reminds us, "the

word is not the thing," and people often "confuse symbols of learning
( such as an abstract and difficult vocabulary) with learning itself"
(182),

We are often unaware, as well, of how completely our changing

academic

argot

shapes

our

detrimental to our teaching,

thinking,

sometimes

in

ways

that

prove

I want to examine three ways that teachers

of composition can be deluded by our use of academic language:

assuming

a technique is new and innovative because it has a new name, applying new
terminology with only partial understanding of its meaning, and failing to
understand the academic discourse of colleagues in other disciplines or
even on other levels of our own discipline,
Recently, a friend gave me a copy of Methods and Materials for
Composition,

a teacher's

Alhambra G, Deming,

manual published in

1921,

written by Miss

Perhaps Miss Deming was unusually progressive, but in
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her text, written for teachers of the 1920's, I find ,u,crestors of many of
the "modern"
editing,

approaches

metacogni tion,

I had assumed were novel and daring:
conference teaching,

peer

collaboration, ownership,

mini-lessons.
Her chapter of "Suggestions and Helps" for English teachers provides
eight ways to respond to students' writing.

Despite her emphasis on

"correctness, 11 much of her advice sounds similar to

new 11 approaches.

11

In

a "How to Correct Compositions" section, she begins by suggesting that
"children may correct their own [compositions], or one another's" (216),
This is suspiciously like peer editing.

A second method, having students

use a checklist of "Thirteen Questions to Ask Myself" which covers topics
from content

to mechanics to audience

composition

teacher's

emphasis on

thinking."

Her third method,

to style,

suggests the modern

metacognition,

which advises

or

"thinking

teachers

to

about

"call

them

[students] individually to your desk and discuss all errors with them,
asking them to rewrite" (218),

is called "conference teaching" today,

Methods four and five involve group revision:

is this collaboration?

Her

sixth suggestion, having students "exchange papers and neatly indicate an
error by a check mark" (218), reflects the modern concern with students'
"ownership" of their own writing,

Miss Deming's next hint involves no

grading, but instead focuses on "errors common to the class" (218), with
examples,

discussion,

and

approach advocated today,

correction,

similar

to

the

"mini-lesson"

Her final advice is to mark all errors, but she

does insist, most progressively, that this only be done "occasional] y"
(218).

As these examples suggest, some modern approaches have a longer
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history than might he imagined,

and when new names are given to old

procedures, this frequently obscures for composition teachers our links
with the history of this discipline.
Despite these links to methods of composition instruction of the
past, significant changes in theory and practice occur often, along with
a valid need for new terminology to name them,

An abuse of academic

language occurs, however, when we convince ourselves that if we use new
terms to describe our teaching approaches, then we are making dramatic and
bold innovations.

In other words,

we convince ourselves that we have

changed approaches because we call our approaches by different names, even
though we are actually clinging stubbornly to outmoded practices of the
past,
My favorite example of

an academic misnomer is "process,"

current icon of composition instruction.

that

Probably no writing teacher in

America today would deny using "process" techniques, despite the fact that
many still rigidly teach the rhetorical modes, drill students over and
over again in grammar, always insist on five paragraph themes, and use
only product-centered, first-draft grading in their writing instruction.
Some "process"

teachers give no response to rough drafts

recopying to pass for rewriting.
peer response.
writing

Other "process" teachers never allow

Despite their perception

teachers,

the

reality

and allow

is

that

of themselves as being process
their

central

change

is

in

terminology.
A third type of problem arises when we composition teachers move
from the territory of our discourse community to another.

A current
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example of

conflict

in

academic discourse

systems

(composition

and

education) over the m,,an ing of wrij_;_ing is happening now in the nationwide
push for "assessment" in education,

As Edward M,

White notes,

"The

language of the assessment community [led by education departments] too
often defines writing as a skill,

made up of component and teachable

parts, expressed in measurable products" (198).
teachers,

in White's view,

In contrast, composition

"see writing as a complex mental process,

intimately related to critical thinking and development of the
( 198) ,

While writing teachers dismiss

self"

the value of the measurement

devices of the assessment community, those involved in assessment see this
dismissal as "a comic eccentricity by naive subjectivists" (198),

White

concludes that "the gulf between language and reality is not merely a
theoretical one" {199) and that composition teachers must work to become
"bilingual" {199) to protect our interests,
Unfortunately, this discrepancy in meaning can even occur within our
discipline,

Often, teachers at different grade levels in the academic

hierarchy of composition instruction have different meanings for certain
terms,

Elementary, secondary, and post-secondary teachers of composition

do not always mean
expression,

the

same thing,

despite using the same word or

Even our most common term, writing, can represent different

ideas at different

levels

of our discipline,

For a

few

elementary

teachers, writing is still mostly penmanship, with students copying "the
morning news" or a set vignette from the blackboard to the page,
assignments,

to

some

in

the

intermediate

traditional ''creative'' assignments:

poems,

grades,

involve

short stories,

Writing
only

the

and plays,

I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I

I
.1
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Wt t h high school and co Ll ege t1!ac he r s , wri t ing may r e f er t o creative
writi ng , func tional writin g , fiv e parag raph essays . We canno t assume t hat
using this word a s sures t hat we will be unde r s t ood by all co l leagues at
diffe r e nt l e ve ls in our fi e l d .
As t hese exampl es sugges t, when we are care less in ou r use o f t he
academic l anguage we share , we ri s k muc h-- f or ourse l ves and our s tudents .
We teachers of composition must recognize that t he s c ho lar ly language we
e l ec t t o use shapes our perception of the world and shapes

our teac hi ng .

As we begin to question the language we use , we enable ourse l ves to
understand and then reshape our world.
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Annota t ed Bihli ography

Atwe ll, Nanc i e> .
52-54 .

"Afte r l n The Mi dd le',"

t:MJ_is h J ouQ!al 78 .l ( 1989 ) :

Mrs . ALwe ll r evi ews he r t eachin g expe ri e nces as a n <•ig ht h g rade
teac he r. She speaks on how the c l as sroom as a whol e ai ded i n
She
de ve loping he r ro l e a nd a ttitude as a t eache r an<l pe r son.
ex plains the s uccess ful outcome encounte r ed through I. he writi ng and
r eadi ng works hop, whi c h s he and others deve l oped i n t he Un i t ed
States . (Maxine Crawford)
Britton, James , e t. al. The Deve lopment of Wri ting Abi l iti es (11 -181 ,
Urbana:
National Council of Teache rs of English, 1979 .
This book explains basic r esearch on t he deve lopment of
children 's ability to write to suit function and audi e nce .
The r esear c h shows that childre n acquire an abil ity to handle
inc reasingly varied types of writing directed to var ied
audiences. (Judith McKibbin)
Carlson, Ruth Kearney.
Writing Aids Through The Grades.
University: Teache rs College Press , 1970.

Columbia

This book inc ludes c reat i ve ideas and theories for the
teaching of children who have trouble spelling. This book
presents ways to correct students' spelling proble ms so that
they have freedom of expression and a natural flow of
language. (Susie Thornton)
Clavell, James .

The Children's Story.

New York:

De ll, 1963, 1981.

Inspired by a real event, t his s hort book covers twenty-five
crucial minutes in a classroom .
Using a fictional story,
Clavell comments on the susceptibility of the mi nds of our
students and presents insight into the dangers of an
educational system that teaches rote memorization without
understandi ng of meaning, that teac hes facts without t he
cri tical thinking abilities indispensable t o c i tizens in a
democracy. (Steve Buckner)
Dellinge r, Dixi e G. "Alte rnatives to Clip and Stitch: Real Research and
Writing in the Classroom. " English Journal 78.5 (1989): 31-38.
This artic l e s hows how a teacher uses collaborative r esearch .
Students , in groups of 4 or 5, do a r esearch paper togethe r.
She also uses techniques of fi c tion to prese nt factual
material. (Judy Lovejoy Elliott)
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Dukes, Charles. Writing ~xercises from Exercise Exchange:
Urbana, Illinois, NCTE, 1984,

Yolume ll,

Dukes offers a wonderful book full of ideas and exercises on
teaching writing ranging from suggestions for student writing
assignments to revising, responding, and evaluating writings.
(Felicia Morgan)
Elbow, Peter. Writing Without Teachers.
Press, 1973.

New York:

Oxford University

Peter Elbow's ideas presented in Writing Without Teachers
serve as the basis for the writing workshops classroom setup.
It is also an excellent source of activities for overcoming
writing blocks and "freeing up" the expressive voice. This is
a wonderful book for those who write and teach writing.
(Sharon Harris)
Emig, J. The Web of Meaning.
Pub., Inc., 1983.

Upper Montclair, New Jersey:

Boynton, Cook

Discussion of various attitudes dealing with theory and
rhetoric in composition texts is the major emphasis in this
book. (Carolyn Stephens)
Fountas, Irene C., and Irene L Hannigan.
"Making Sense of Whole
Language," Childhood Education 65 (1989): 133-137,
The article addresses some basic tenets of whole language and
its implications in the classroom. (Wilma Guthrie)
Golub, Jeff, Focus on Collaborative Learning: Classroom Practices in
Teaching English. Urbana, IL: NCTE, 1988,
Collaborative learning depends on positive interdependence of
group members and unites students to be decision makers. The
ability to function as part of a team is a marketable skill in
both the academic and business world, Human progress has been
as much of a group effort as a consequence of individual
genius. (Ruth Mitchell)
Graves, Donald. A Researcher Learns to Write:
Monographs. Portsmouth: Heinemann, 1984.

Selected Articles and

This book includes eighteen articles by Donald Graves with an
introduction to each one,
Several important insights are
given as to how the author felt when he wrote the articles and
how he feels in 1984. (Gail Williams)
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Graves, Donald H, JirjJ,ing :.
NH: Heinemann, 1983,

Teachers and Childrert ;tt J'/ork.

Portsmouth,

Reading this book has literally changed my life, 1 will never
be the same teacher J was before this book.
My futile
attempts
at
teaching
writing
had
been
previously
unsatisfactory.
Every page of this book has contained at
least one "AHA!", The ideas, concepts, practical guides and
general information have been pure inspiration. Already, I've
used this hook to develop an inservice to be used later, and
a position paper. The humorous part to me is that almost all
the other books I've read quoted Graves over and over again.
I wish all elementary teachers were required to read this
book, (Lynda Van Devender)
Morgan, Noah and Juliana Saxton, "Enriching Language Through Drama."
Language Arts, Vol, 65, 1988, 34-40,
This is a wonderful article about the development of the types
of language--informational, expressive, and interactional-through the use of drama,
Activities for nurturing of
language in the classroom are given.
(Sudealia Douthard)
Rico, Gabriele Lusser,
Writing the Natural Way,
Tarcher, Inc,, 1983,

California:

J.P.

Through the technique of clustering introduced in this book,
Dr, Rico guides the reader to enhance personal creativity in
writing,
The course, complete in this book, teaches the
writer how to unlock the creative imagery housed in the
Design-mind of the right brain, Concepts are easy to follow;
each lesson is complete with detailed instructions. Abundant
with examples of vignettes from successful clustering, this
book will help writers emerge with new potential.
(Kay G,
Franklin)
Sohn, David A,, and Edward Enger,
National Text, 1983,

Writing fu' Doing,

Lincolnwood·, IL:

This valuable book for every teacher is full of ideas for
different creative writing activities,
(Haifa Beshara)
Stewig, John Warren, Read To Write,
and Winston, 1980,

New York, New York:

Holt, Rinehart

Stewig has had years of experience in the elementary school,
He has endeavored to help children discover the joys of
reading and writing, Generous selections of children's work
are included, (Nena Walker)
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Strickland, D.S. and L,M, Morrow,
Emergin_g Literacy:
Youl)_g Children
Learn to Read and Write,
Newark, DE:
International Reading
Association, 1989,
This book includes teachers' accounts of emergent literacy
research put into practice. Topics covered include the role
of dictation in children's writing, assessment without basal
readers, the place of specific skills in preschool and
kindergarten, etc, (Cheryl Wade)

